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ABSTRACT

Compiler and Architectural Approaches to

Software Protection and Security

Joseph Anthony Zambreno

One of the key problems facing the computer industry today is ensuring the integrity of

end-user applications and data. Researchers in the relatively new field of software pro-

tection investigate the development and evaluation of controls that prevent the unautho-

rized modification or use of system software. While many previously developed protection

schemes have provided a strong level of security, their overall effectiveness has been hin-

dered by a lack of transparency to the user in terms of performance overhead. Other

approaches take to the opposite extreme and sacrifice security for the sake of this trans-

parency. In this work we present an architecture for software protection that provides for

a high level of both security and user transparency by utilizing Field Programmable Gate

Array (FPGA) technology as the main protection mechanism and a hardware/software

co-design methodology. We demonstrate that by relying on FPGA technology, this ap-

proach can accelerate the execution of programs in a cryptographic environment, while
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maintaining the flexibility through reprogramming to carry out any compiler-driven pro-

tections that may be application-specific. Results demonstrate that this framework can

be the successful basis for the development of applications that meet a wide range of

security and performance requirements.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Threats to a particular piece of software can originate from a variety of sources. A

substantial problem from an economic perspective is the unauthorized copying and re-

distribution of applications, otherwise known as software piracy. Although the actual

damage sustained from the piracy of software is certainly a debatable matter, some in-

dustry watchdog groups have estimated that software firms in 2002 lost as much as $2

billion in North American sales alone [44]. A threat that presents a much more direct

harm to the end-user is software tampering, whereby a hacker maliciously modifies and

redistributes code in order to cause large-scale disruptions in software systems or to gain

access to critical information. For these reasons, software protection is considered one of

the more important unresolved research challenges in security today [22]. In general, any

software protection infrastructure should include 1) a method of limiting an attacker’s

ability to understand the higher level semantics of an application given a low-level (usu-

ally binary) representation, and 2) a system of checks that make it suitably difficult to

modify the code at that low level. When used in combination, these two features can be

extremely effective in preventing the circumvention of software authorization mechanisms.

While software protection is an important issue for desktop and servers, the fact that

over 97% of all processors are embedded processors [40] shows the importance of protect-

ing software on embedded systems. Imagine an attack on a key networked microcontroller

used in transportation systems: the resulting tampered executables can cause large-scale
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Figure 1.1. Performance and security strength of various software protec-
tion approaches

disruption of mechanical systems. Such an attack can be easily replicated because em-

bedded processors are so numerous.

Current approaches to software protection can be categorized both by the strength

of security provided and the performance overhead when compared to an unprotected

environment (see Fig. 1.1). Two distinct categories emerge from this depiction: on one

end of the security spectrum are the solely compiler-based techniques that implement

both static and dynamic code validation through the insertion of objects into the gener-

ated executable; on the other end are the somewhat more radical methods that encrypt

all instructions and data and that often require the processor to be architected with

cryptographic hardware. Both of these methods have some practical limitations. The

software-based techniques will only hinder an attacker, since tools can be built to identify

and circumvent the protective checks. On the other hand, the cryptographic hardware
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approaches, while inherently more secure, are limited in the sense that their practical im-

plementation requires a wholesale commitment to a custom processor technology. More

background on these software protection schemes can be found in Chapter 3.

Also, as can be inferred from Fig. 1.1, software protection is not an all-or-nothing

concept, as opposed to other aspects of computer security where the effectiveness of an

approach depends on its mathematical intractability; the resultant performance overhead

is often not a key design consideration of these systems. In contrast, performance is

equally important to the strength of security when protecting user applications, as there

is generally some level of user control over the system as a whole. Consequently, any

software protection scheme that is burdensome from a performance perspective will likely

be turned off or routed around.

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are hardware resources that combine var-

ious amounts of user-defined digital logic with customizable interconnect and I/O. A key

feature of FPGAs is that their functionality can be reconfigured on multiple occasions,

allowing for changes in the design to be implemented after the initial time of develop-

ment. FPGAs have become an increasingly popular choice among architects in fields

such as multimedia processing or cryptography - this has been attributed to the fact that

the design process is much more streamlined than that for ASICs, as FPGAs are a fixed

hardware target.

In this paper we present a high-performance architecture for software protection that

uses this type of reconfigurable technology. By utilizing FPGAs as the main protection

mechanism, this approach is able to merge the application tunability of the compiler-

based methods with the additional security that comes with a hardware implementation.
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Figure 1.2. Conceptual view

As can be seen in Fig. 1.2, our proposed method works by supplementing a standard

processor with an FPGA-based Integrity Validation Unit (IVU) that sits between the

highest level of on-chip cache and main memory. This IVU is capable of performing fast

decryption similar to any other hardware accelerated cryptographic coprocessing scheme,

but more importantly the IVU also has the ability to recognize and certify binary messages

hidden inside regular unencrypted instructions. Consequently our approach is completely

complementary to current code restructuring techniques found in the software protection

literature, with the added benefit that as the run-time code checking can be performed

entirely in hardware it will be considerably more efficient. Our experiments show, that for

most of our benchmarks, the inclusion of the FPGA within the instruction stream incurs a

performance penalty of less than 20%, and that this number can be greatly improved upon

with the utilization of unreserved reconfigurable resources for architectural optimizations,

such as buffering and prefetching.

This approach exhibits the following advantages:
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• It simultaneously addresses the four main types of attacks on software integrity:

code understanding, code tampering, data tampering, and authorization circum-

vention

• The compiler’s knowledge of program structure, its execution profile, and the

programmability of the FPGA allow for tuning the security and performance for

individual applications

• The approach is complementary to several software-based instruction validation

techniques proposed recently [15, 20, 41];

• The hardware required in this scheme is simple and fast

• The use of FPGAs minimizes additional hardware design and is applicable to a

large number of commercial processor platforms

• This processor/FPGA architecture is well-suited for future designs that utilize

SoC technology

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 sets the backdrop of

our research, both illustrating the threat model under which we apply our approach and

making the argument for the level of security that is provided. In Chapter 3 we provide

additional background into the field of software security, with a review of some of the

more commonly-used defensive techniques. Chapter 4 provides more details about our

architecture, by illustrating how an FPGA situated in the instruction stream can be uti-

lized to ensure software integrity. In this section we also provide an introduction to some

custom compiler techniques that are well suited to such an architecture. In Chapter 5

we examine the performance implications of our approach, first by explicitly quantifying

the security/performance tradeoff and then by performing experimental analysis. This
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chapter also investigates the performance benefits of some hardware and software op-

timizations that can be applied within the experimental framework. In Chapter 6 we

present preliminary results regarding the design and implementation of a compiler mod-

ule and reconfigurable architecture that protects against several classes of program flow

attacks. Because of the key role that cryptography plays in many of our proposed secure

systems, we dedicate the entirety of Chapter 7 to an investigation of some architectural

optimizations for a class of symmetric block ciphers. Finally, in Chapter 8 conclusions

are presented, with a discussion of future optimizations and analysis techniques that are

currently in development.
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CHAPTER 2

Threats Considered

Consider a typical von Neumann architecture with a CPU and main memory (RAM).

In the standard model, a program consisting of instructions and data is placed in RAM

by a loader or operating system. Then, the CPU fetches instructions and executes them.

Apart from the complexity introduced by multiprocessors and threads, this basic model

applies to almost any computing system today including desktops, servers and small

embedded devices.

However, from a security point of view, the execution of an application is far from safe.

An attacker with access to the machine can examine the program (information leakage)

and actively interfere with the execution (disruption) while also accumulating information

useful in attacks on similar systems.

2.1. Encrypted Execution and Data (EED) Systems

The starting point for our proposed work is a recent body of work that has pro-

posed building computing platforms with encrypted execution. We refer to these as EED

(Encrypted Execution and Data) platforms. In these platforms, the executable and ap-

plication data are encrypted. The processor or supporting hardware is assumed to have

a key. The overall goals are to prevent leakage of information, to prevent tampering and

to prevent disruption. For the highest degree of security, both instructions and data will
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need to be encrypted using well-established encryption techniques. It should be noted

that full-fledged EED platforms are still in their infancy.

The basis for our proposed work is the following:

• EED platforms, while undoubtedly more secure than the standard von Neumann

model, are nonetheless still vulnerable to attacks that do not need decryption.

That is, the attacker can find vulnerabilities without needing to decrypt and

understand the software. We will refer to these attacks as EED attacks.

• Because attackers are presumed to be sophisticated, neither the RAM nor the

CPU can be fully trusted. This situation also arises when RAM and CPU man-

ufacturing is sub-contracted to third parties whose designs or cores cannot be

easily verified.

• FPGAs have proved adept at solving performance-related problems in many com-

puting platforms. As a result, tested FPGAs are commercially available for a

variety of processors. Our approach exploits the combination of the programma-

bility of FPGAs with the inherent additional security involved with computing

directly in hardware to address EED attacks.

• A key part of our exploiting FPGAs involves the use of compiler technology to

analyze program structure to enable best use of the FPGA, to help address key

management and to increase performance. Consequently our approach allows for

a level of security that is tunable to an individual application.

In a nutshell, the addition of the FPGA to the von Neumann model results in a new

platform to sustain EED attacks.
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Figure 2.1. Research focus areas as they relate to the conceptual view

The contributions of our work can be categorized into four areas as seen in Fig. 2.1.

We use the term structural integrity to refer to the proper execution path of a program

when the data is assumed to be correct. Since an EED attacker can alter the control flow

without decryption or even touching the data, we refer to such an attack as a structural

EED attack. This first area of contributions is shown as Area 1 in the figure, in which we

use a compiler-FPGA approach to address structural attacks.

The second area of contribution arises from considering EED attacks on data integrity.

Our contribution to this second area is the use of the compiler-FPGA approach to provide

key management techniques for data and data integrity techniques for runtime data.
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The third area, processor validation, arises from considering a maliciously inserted

processor instrumented to allow the attacker control over functional operations. Our

approach is to have the compiler create code with processor-validation meta-instructions

that are then interpreted in the FPGA to validate desired processor operations. Finally,

we have developed a compiler-FPGA infrastructure for the purpose of implementing and

testing our ideas. This infrastructure targets a modern processor (ARM family) and

compiler (gcc).

2.2. Vulnerabilities in EED Systems

As mentioned in Chapter 1, research in the field of software protection has seen its

motivation arrive from two different directions. On one side are vendors of various types of

electronic media - their main concern is the unauthorized use or copying of their product.

On the other side are those end users whose main interest is in protecting personal and cor-

porate systems from outside interference. While the goals may be different, the approaches

used by hackers in avoiding Digital Rights Management (DRM) schemes are often quite

similar to those used by malicious crackers in attacking web servers and other unsecured

applications. Hackers around the world know that the first step in attacking a software

system is to first understand the software through the use of a debugger or other tracing

utilities, and then to tamper with the software to enable a variety of exploits. Common

means of exploiting software include buffer overflows, malformed printf() statements,

and macro viruses. A detailed illustration of an exploitable buffer overflow is provided in

the following section.
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Figure 2.2. A sample instruction stream that is targeted with a replay attack

Consider a sophisticated attacker who has physical control of an EED computing

platform. In a resourceful laboratory, the attacker can control the various data, address

and control lines on the board and will have access to the designs of well-known commercial

chips. Using this information, the attacker can actively interfere with the handshaking

protocol between CPU and RAM, can insert data into RAM or even switch between the

actual RAM and an attacker’s RAM during execution.

We will assume that the cryptographic strength of the chosen encryption algorithms is

such that the attacker cannot actually decrypt the executable or data. How then does an

attacker disrupt a system without being able to decrypt and understand? The following

are examples of EED attacks:

• Replay attacks - consider an EED platform with encrypted instructions. An

attacker can simply re-issue an instruction from the RAM to the CPU. What

does such an attack achieve? The application program logic can be disrupted

and the resulting behavior exploited by an attacker. Indeed, by observing the

results of a multitude of replay attacks, an attacker can catalogue information
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about the results of individual replay attacks and use such attacks in tandem for

greater disruption. A sample replay attack is depicted in Fig. 2.2.

• Control-flow attacks - the sophisticated attacker can elucidate the control-flow

structure of a program without decryption. This can be done by simply sniffing

the bus, recording the pattern of accesses and extracting the control-flow graph

from the list of accesses. To disrupt, an attacker can prematurely transfer control

out of a loop, or can transfer control to a distant part of the executable. A sample

control-flow attack is depicted in Fig. 2.3.

• Runtime data attacks - by examining the pattern of data write-backs to RAM,

the attacker can determine the location of the run-time stack and heap even when

they are encrypted. By swapping contents in the stack, the attacker can disrupt

the flow of execution or parameter passing. Again, the attacker does not need to

decrypt to achieve this disruption.

• Improper processor computations - the CPU itself may be untrustworthy,

since an attacker with considerable resources may simulate the entire CPU and

selectively change outputs back to RAM.

Taken together, the above attacks can also be combined with cryptanalytic techniques

to uncover cribs for decryption. This suggests that a secure computing platform should

be able detect such attacks and prevent disruption.

2.3. Stack Smashing and other Program Flow Attacks

Consider the simple application running in a non-encrypted environment as depicted

in Figure 2.4. In this C-style pseudo-code, function bar is called with an array of pointers
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Figure 2.3. A sample Control Flow Graph (CFG) with a diverted flow

to character arrays as its input. These input arrays are copied to a local array using the

standard C library strcpy call before further processing is applied.

In this code example, since the strcpy call does not check to ensure that there is

sufficient space in the destination array to fit the contents of the source string, it is

possible to write enough data to “overflow” the local array. In this example’s process

memory layout, the local variables for function bar are placed in the stack segment, just

on top of run-time variables that are used to ensure proper program flow. The common

convention is for the stack to grow backwards in memory, with the top of the stack being

placed at lower physical addresses and local arrays growing upwards in memory.

When user input is placed into overflowable buffers, the application is vulnerable

to the stack smashing attack [67]. Widespread exploits including the Code Red and

SQLSlammer worms have convincingly demonstrated that it is possible for an attacker

to insert arbitrary executable code on the stack. The stack smashing attack works as

follows:
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6 bar(int numS, char *Strs[]) {
7   char cmd[100];
8   int i;
9

10   for (i = 1; i < numS; i++) {
11      strcpy(cmd, Strs[i]);
12      /* ... */
13   }
14   /* ... */
15   return;
16 }
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13   }
14   /* ... */
15   return;
16 }
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Figure 2.4. Process memory layout of an application with a potentially
exploitable buffer overflow

• The attacker first fills the buffer with machine instructions, often called the shell-

code since typical exploit demonstrations attempt to open a command-shell on

the target machine.

• The remainder of the stack frame is filled until the return address is overwritten

with a pointer back to the start of the shellcode region.

• When the vulnerable function attempts to return to its calling parent, it uses

the return address that has been stored on the stack. Since this value has been

overwritten to point to the start of the attacker-inserted code, this is where the

program will continue.

The widespread notoriety of stack smashing exploits have led to a considerable amount

of focus on their detection and prevention. In the future, it is likely that more complex

attacks involving buffer overflows (see [68] for a description of arc injection and pointer
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subterfuge) will gain in popularity. Note that any arbitrary program flow modification

can be potentially malicious, not just those involving unprotected buffers.
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CHAPTER 3

Background and Related Work

While the term software protection often refers to the purely software-based defense

mechanisms available to an application after all other safeguards have been broken, in

practical systems this characterization is not necessarily so precise. For our purposes,

we classify hardware-supported secure systems as tools for software protection as long as

they include one of the three commonly found elements of a software-based protection

scheme [19] detailed below. A survey of several software protection techniques appears

in [32]. A survey of the broader area of software security in the context of Digital Rights

Management (DRM) appears in [16, 92]. Our approach of embedding binary codes into

executables resembles steganography [48] in some ways but that the goals and details are

quite different.

Watermarking is a technique whereby messages are hidden inside a piece of software

in such a way that they can be reliably identified [18]. While the oldest type of water-

marking is the inclusion of copyright notices into both code and digital media, more recent

watermarking approaches have focused on embedding data structures into an application,

the existence of which can then be verified at run-time. Venkatesan et al. present an

interesting variation on watermarking in [83], where the watermark is a subprogram that

has its control flow graph merged with the original program in a stealthy manner.

The concept behind tamper-proofing is that a properly secured application should

be able to safely detect at run-time if it has been altered. In [15] the authors propose the
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concept of guards, pieces of executable code that typically perform checksums to guard

against tampering. In [41], the authors propose a dynamic self-checking technique to

improve tamper resistance. The technique consists of a collection of ”testers” that test

for changes in the executable code as it is running and report modifications. A tester

computes a hash of a contiguous section of the code region and compares the computed

hash value to the correct value. An incorrect value triggers the response mechanism.

They note that performance is invariant until the code size being tested exceeds the

size of the L2 cache. A marked deterioration in performance was observed after this

occurred. An interesting technique is proposed by Aucsmith in [8], in which partitioned

code segments are encrypted and are handled in a fashion such that only a single segment

is ever decrypted at a time.

These techniques strongly rely on the security of the checksum computation itself.

If these checksum computations are discovered by the attacker, they are easily disabled.

Moreover, in many system architectures, it is relatively easy to build an automated tool

to reveal such checksum-computations. For example, a control-flow graph separates in-

structions from data even when data is interspersed with instructions; then, checksum

computations can be identified by finding code that operates on code (using instructions

as data). This problem is acknowledged but not addressed in [41].

Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) is a recently proposed solution that has techniques in

common with other tamper-proofing approaches. PCC allows a host to verify code from

an untrusted source [64, 62, 63, 5, 9, 11]. Safety rules, as part of a theorem-proving

technique, are used on the host to guarantee proper program behavior. Applications

include browser code (applets) [9] and even operating systems [64]. One advantage of
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proof-carrying software is that the programs are self-certifying, independent of encryption

or obscurity. The PCC method is effectively a self-checking mechanism and is vulnerable

to the same problems that arise with the code checksum methods discussed earlier; in ad-

dition they are static methods and do not address changes to the code after instantiation.

The goal of obfuscation is to limit code understanding through the deliberate man-

gling of program structure - a survey of such techniques can be found in [20]. Obfuscation

techniques range from simple encoding of constants to more complex methods that com-

pletely restructure code while maintaining correctness [21, 20]. Other authors [86, 85]

also propose transformations to the code that make it difficult to determine the control

flow graph of the program, and show that determining the control flow graph of the trans-

formed code is NP-hard. Similar to tamper-proofing, obfuscation can only make the job of

an attacker more difficult, since tools can be built to automatically look for obfuscations,

and tracing through an executable in a debugger can reveal vulnerabilities. These and

other theoretical limitations are discussed in more detail in [10].

Another software technique is to create a system of customizable operating systems

wherein much of the security, checksumming and obfuscation are hidden. However, in

practice this solution will take longer to find acceptance for several reasons. First, it is

expensive to maintain multiple flavors of operating systems. Second, the main vendor

of entrenched operating systems fiercely protects code sources – a political act may be

needed to require such customizability. Third, the installed base of operating systems is

already quite high, which would leave many existing systems still open to attack.
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3.1. Other Hardware-based Approaches

Using our definition, there have been several hardware-based software protection ap-

proaches. Tamper-resistant packaging can coat circuit boards or encase the entire

device, such as the iButton developed by [26]. Secure coprocessors are computational

devices that enable execution of encrypted programs. Programs, or parts of the program,

can be run in an encrypted form on these devices thus never revealing the code in the

untrusted memory and thereby providing a tamper resistant execution environment for

that portion of the code. A number of secure coprocessing solutions have been designed

and proposed, including systems such as IBM’s Citadel [90], Dyad [81, 82, 101, 100], the

Abyss and µAbyss systems [89, 88, 87], and the commercially available IBM 4758 which

meets the FIPS 140-1 Level 4 validation [42, 76, 75]. Distributed secure coprocessing is

achieved by distributing a number of secure coprocessors and some have augmented the

Kerberos system by integrating secure coprocessing into it [46].

Smart cards can also be viewed as type of secure coprocessor; a number of studies

have analyzed the use of smart cards for secure applications [33, 52, 72, 65, 75]. Sensitive

computations and data can be stored in the smart card but they offer no direct I/O to the

user. Most smart card applications focus on the secure storage of data although studies

have been conducted on using smart cards to secure an operating system [17]. As noted

in [15], smart cards can only be used to protect small fragments of code and data. In

addition, as mentioned in [51, 75], low-end devices derive their clocks from the host and

thus are susceptible to attacks that analyze data dependent timing.

Recent commercial hardware security initiatives have focused primarily on crypto-

graphic acceleration, domain separation, and trusted computing. These initiatives are
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intended to protect valuable data against software-based attacks and generally do not

provide protection against physical attacks on the platform. MIPS and VIA have added

cryptographic acceleration hardware to their architectures. MIPS Technologies’ Smart-

MIPS ASE [61] implements specialized processor instructions designed to accelerate soft-

ware cryptography algorithms, whereas VIA’s Padlock Hardware Security Suite [84] adds

a full AES encryption engine to the processor die. Both extensions seek to eliminate the

need for cryptographic coprocessors.

Intel’s LaGrande Technology [43], ARM’s TrustZone Technology [7], and MIPS Tech-

nologies’ SmartMIPS ASE implement secure memory restrictions in order to enforce do-

main separation. These restrictions segregate memory into secure and normal partitions

and prevent the leakage of secure memory contents to foreign processes. Intel and ARM

further strengthen their products’ domain separation capabilities by adding a proces-

sor privilege level. A Security Monitor process is allowed to run at the added privilege

level and oversee security-sensitive operations. The Security Monitor resides in protected

memory and is not susceptible to observation by user applications or even the Operating

System.

Several companies have formed the so-called Trusted Computing Group (TCG) to

provide hardware-software solutions for software protection [80]. The TCG defines spec-

ifications for the Trusted Platform Module, a hardware component that provides digital

signature and key management functions, as well as shielded registers for platform attes-

tation. Intel’s LaGrande Technology and Microsoft’s Next-Generation Secure Computing

Base combine the TPM module with processor and chipset enhancements to enable plat-

form attestation, sealed storage, strong process isolation, and secure I/O channels. All
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of these approaches require processor or board manufacturers to commit to a particular

design, and once committed, are locked into the performance permitted by the design.

3.2. Closely Related Work

In [54], researchers at Stanford University proposed an architecture for tamper-resistant

software based on an eXecute-Only Memory (XOM) model that allows instructions stored

in memory to be executed but not manipulated. A hardware implementation is provided

that is not dissimilar to our proposed architecture, with specialized hardware being used

to accelerate cryptographic functionality needed to protect data and instructions on a

per-process basis. Three key factors differentiate our work from the XOM approach. One

distinction is that our architecture requires no changes to the processor itself. Also, our

choice of reconfigurable hardware permits a wide range of optimizations that can shape

the system security and resultant performance on a per-application basis. Most impor-

tantly, we consider a host of new problems arising from attacks on these type of encrypted

execution and data platforms.

In [50], researchers at UCLA and Microsoft Research propose an intrusion prevention

system known as the Secure Program Execution Framework (SPEF). Similar to our pro-

posed work, the SPEF system is used as the basis for compiler transformations that both

perform code obfuscation and also embed integrity checks into the original application

that are meant to be verified at run-time by custom hardware. The SPEF work in its

current form concentrates solely on preventing intruder code from being executed, and

consequently neglects similar attacks that would focus mainly on data integrity. Also,

the compiler-embedded constraints in the SPEF system require a predefined hardware
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platform on which to execute; this limits the scope of any such techniques to the original

processor created for such a purpose.

Pande et al. [105] address the problem of information leakage on the address bus

wherein the attacker would be snooping the address values to gain information about the

control flow of the program. They provide a hardware obfuscation technique which is

based on dynamically randomizing the instruction addresses. This is achieved through

a secure hardware coprocessor which randomizes the addresses of the instruction blocks,

and rewrites them into new locations. While this scheme provides obfuscation of the

instruction addresses, thereby providing a level of protection against IP theft, it does

not prevent an attacker from injecting their own instructions to be executed and thereby

disrupting the processor and application.

3.3. Buffer Overflow Prevention

Several compiler-based solutions currently exist for buffer overflow vulnerabilities.

StackGuard [24] is a compiler modification that inserts a unique data value above the

return address on the stack. The code is then instrumented such that this value is then

checked before returning to the caller function. This check will fail if an overflowing

buffer modifies this value. StackShield is a similar compiler extension that complicates

the attack by copying the return addresses to a separate stack placed in a different and

presumably safer location in memory. While they are effective, it should be noted that

these protections can be bypassed in certain situations [13].

Designating memory locations as non-executable using special hardware tags is be-

coming a popular method for deterring buffer overflow attacks. Although available on a
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variety of older processors, most recently AMD has released hardware with their NX (No

eXecute) technology and Intel has followed suit with a differently named yet functionally

equivalent XD (eXecute Disable) bit. Software emulation of non-executable memory is a

less secure option for processors that do not include functionality similar to the NX bit.

These approaches are being widely adopted for general-purpose processors, however they

do not address any type of program flow attack that doesn’t involve instructions being

written to and later fetched and executed from data memory.

There have been several hardware-based approaches to preventing buffer overflow at-

tacks. The authors in [23] utilize their DISE architecture to implement a concept similar

to StackShield in hardware. Both the SPEF framework [50] and the XOM architecture

[54] mentioned previously can be effective at disallowing the insertion of untrusted code.

However, the latency overhead introduced by encrypting the instruction fetch path can

be considerable and may not be acceptable in real-time embedded systems; this problem

is currently being examined by the computer architecture community [73, 98].

3.4. FPGAs and Security

FPGAs have been used for security-related purposes in the past as hardware accel-

erators for cryptographic algorithms. Along these lines Dandalis and Prasanna [27, 69]

have led the way in developing FPGA-based architectures for internet security protocols.

Several similar ideas have been proposed in [79, 49]. The FPGA manufacturer [2] offers

commercial IP cores for implementations of the DES, 3DES, and AES cryptographic al-

gorithms. These implementations utilize FPGAs not only for their computational speed

but for their programmability; in security applications the ability to modify algorithmic
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functionality in the field is crucial. In Chapter 7 we describe a series of optimizations that

are effective at improving the performance of various cryptographic ciphers.

In order for an FPGA to effectively secure an embedded or any other type of system,

there is a requisite level of confidence needed in the physical security of the FPGA chip

itself. In an attempt to raise consumer confidence in FPGA security, [3] is currently

developing new anti-fuse technologies that would make FPGAs more difficult to reverse-

engineer. This added physical security greatly enhances the value of our approach, since

as hardware technologies improve to make the “secure component” more secure, the level

of trust of the software running on a target embedded system significantly increases.
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CHAPTER 4

The SAFE-OPS Software Protection Framework

Our approach, called SAFE-OPS (Software/Architecture Framework for the Efficient

Operation of Protected Software), considers the following broad themes. First, designers

would like the ability to fine-tune the level of security for a desired level of performance.

Second, it may not be practical to store a secret key within the FPGA in small em-

bedded processors; for such systems, a simpler approach is recommended. Third, for

performance reasons, it is possible to inhibit tampering without necessarily addressing

code understanding. This paper presents an approach whose level of security lies be-

tween the two extremes and can be tuned within this range. Furthermore, by exploiting

the wide availability and re-programmability of FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array)

hardware, these techniques will be applicable in the near future (3-5 years) and are com-

patible with System-on-Chip (SoC) designs that feature processor cores, interconnects

and programmable logic.

The proposed method works as follows (see Figure 4.1). The processor is supplemented

with an FPGA-based secure hardware component that is capable of fast decryption and,

more importantly, capable of recognizing and certifying strings of keys hidden in regular

unencrypted instructions. To allow a desired level of performance (execution speed), the

compiler creates an executable with parts that are encrypted (the “slow” parts) and parts

that are unencrypted but are still tamper-proof. Thus, in Figure 4.1, the first part of

the executable is encrypted and will be decrypted by the FPGA using a standard private
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Figure 4.1. Conceptual view of the SAFE-OPS framework

(secret) key technique [25]. The second part of the executable shows instruction block A

containing a hidden key and, at a distance d from A, an instruction A′. Upon recognizing

A, the FPGA will expect A′ = f(A) at distance d (where f is computed inside the

FPGA); if the executable is tampered with, this match is highly unlikely to occur and the

FPGA will halt the processor. The key sequences can be hidden within both instructions

and data. The association of A′ with A is hidden even from invasive electronic probing.

The FPGA waits for the processor to fetch A and A′ during program execution before

checking the key. The programmability of the FPGA together with the compiler’s ability

to extract program structure and transform intermediate instructions provide the broad

range of parameters to enable security-performance tradeoffs.

The strength of this approach is tunable in several ways. The key length and the

mapping space can be increased, but at a computational cost. An optional secret key

can be used to make f a cryptographic hash [12] for increased security. By only using

register codes that are examined by the FPGA, a lower level of security is provided, but
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the executable instructions are left compatible with processors that do not contain the

FPGA component. The computations performed in the FPGA are very efficient: there

are counters, bit-registers and comparators. All of these operations can be performed

within a few instruction cycles of a typical CPU. Later on in this work, this assumption

is relaxed with an investigation of the performance benefits of the placement of more

complex functionality on the FPGA.

At its highest level, the SAFE-OPS approach is best classified as a combination of the

tunability of classical compiler-based software protection techniques with the additional

security afforded through hardware. Our work is unique in that we utilize a combined

hardware/software technique, and that we provide tremendous flexibility to application

designers in terms of positioning on the security/performance spectrum. Also, going

back to Fig. 1.1, our approach improves upon previous software protection attempts by

accelerating their performance without sacrificing any security.

4.1. Architecture Overview

We accomplish our low-overhead software protection through the placement of an

FPGA between the highest level of on-chip cache and main memory in a standard proces-

sor instruction stream (see Fig. 4.2). In our architecture, the FPGA traps all instruction

cache misses, and fetches the appropriate bytes directly from higher-level memory. These

instructions would then be translated in some fashion and possibly verified before the

FPGA satisfies the cache request. Both the translation and verification operations could

be customized

The key features of our software protection architecture can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 4.2. FPGA-Based software protection architecture

• Fast Decryption - Much work has been done in recent years on FPGA im-

plementations of cryptographic algorithms; a popular target is the Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES) candidate finalists [28]. These results have shown

that current-generation FPGAs are capable of extremely fast decryption. As an

example in [47] an implementation of the AES cipher attained a throughput far

exceeding 10 Gbps when fully pipelined. Consequently, by placing AES hard-

ware on our FPGA we can perform instruction stream decryption without the

prohibitive delays inherent in an equivalent software implementation.
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• Instruction Translation - As a computationally less complex alternative to the

full decryption described above, we can instantiate combinational logic on the

FPGA to perform a binary translation of specific instruction fields. For example,

a simple lookup table can map opcodes such that all addition instructions become

subtractions and vice versa. As the mapping would be completely managed by

the application developer, this technique would provide an effective yet extremely

low-cost level of obfuscation.

• Dynamic Validation - In order to effectively prevent tampering, we can pro-

gram the FPGA with a set of “rules” that describe correct program functionality.

For a code segment that is fully encrypted, these rules can be as simple as re-

quiring that each instruction decode properly. An example of a more complex

rule would be one based on a predetermined instruction-based watermark. These

software integrity checks can be performed either at each instruction or at a pre-

defined interval - in either case given a detection of a failure condition the FPGA

would require special attention from the system.

4.2. Compiler Support

As mentioned earlier, every feature that is implemented in our architecture requires

extensive compiler support to both enhance the application binary with the desired code

transformations and to generate a hardware configuration for an FPGA that incorporates

the predetermined components. Figure 4.3 illustrates how some of the standard stages in

a compiler can be enhanced with software protection functionality. Many of the standard

stages in a compiler can be modified to include software protection functionality. As an
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example, consider the data flow analysis module. In a standard performance-oriented

compiler, the goal of this stage is to break the program flow into basic blocks and to

order those blocks in a manner that increases instruction locality. However, it is possible

to reorganize the code sequences in such a fashion that sacrifices some performance in

exchange for an increased level of obfuscation. This is an example of a transformation

that requires no run-time support; for others (such as those that use encryption), the

compiler must also generate all the information needed to configure an FPGA that can

reverse the transformations and verify the output. Our work currently focuses on compiler

back-end transformations (i.e. data flow analysis, register allocation, code generation),

although there are possiblities in the front-end to examine in the future as well.

4.3. Example Implementations

Up to this point, in detailing the different features available in our software protection

architecture, we have maintained a fairly high-level view. In the following section, we

delve into the specifics of two examples that illustrate the potential of our combined

compiler/FPGA technique.

4.3.1. Tamper-Resistant Register Encoding

Consider the code segment as depicted on the left in Figure 4.4 and focus on the instruc-

tions as they are fetched from memory to be executed by the processor (the instruction

stream). Initially, for illustration, the complexity introduced by loops is not considered.

In most instruction set architectures, the set of instructions comprising a sequentially-

executed code segment will contain instructions that use registers. In this example, the
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Figure 4.3. HW/SW Compilation Framework

decoding unit in the FPGA will extract one register in each register-based instruction -

we can refer to the sequence of registers so used in the instruction stream as the register

stream. In addition, the FPGA also extracts the opcode stream. In the example, part of

the register stream shown is: R1, R2, R2, R1, R1, R2. After being extracted, the register

stream is then given a binary encoding - this example shows how R1 encodes 0 and R2

encodes 1 and therefore the particular sequence of registers corresponds to the code 0 1

1 0 0 1. The key observation is that this register stream is determined by the register

allocation module of the compiler.
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A binary translation component then feeds this string through some combinational

logic to generate a key. This function can be as simple as just flipping the bits, although

more complex transformations are possible. The key is then compared against a function

of the opcode stream. In this example, an instruction filter module picks out a branch

instruction following the register sequence (at distance d, as in Figure 4.1) and then

compares (the function f in Figure 4.1) the key to a hash of the instruction bits. If there

is a match, the code segment is considered valid, otherwise the FPGA warns the system

that a violation condition has been detected. This concept is similar to those proposed

in [50].

The example illustrates the key ideas:

• The compiler performs instruction filtering to decide which instructions in the

opcode stream will be used for comparisons.

• The compiler uses the flexibility of register allocation to bury a key sequence in

the register stream.
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• Upon execution, the instruction stream is piped through the secure FPGA com-

ponent.

• The FPGA then extracts both the filtered opcodes and the register sequences for

comparisons.

• If a violation is detected, the FPGA halts the processor.

How does such an approach work? As register-allocation is performed by the compiler,

there is considerable freedom in selecting registers to allow for any key to be passed to

the FPGA (the registers need not be used in contiguous instructions since it is only the

sequence that matters). Also, the compiler determines which mechanism will be used to

filter out the instructions that will be used for comparisons. If the code has been tampered

with, there is a very high probability that the register sequence will be destroyed or that

the opcode filtering will pick out a different instruction. As an example, if the filtering

mechanism picks out the sixth opcode following the end of a register sequence of length

k, any insertion or deletion of opcodes in that set of instructions would result in a failure.

The example above shows how compiler-driven register keys can be used for effi-

ciently ensuring code integrity, authorization and obfuscation. By including these keys in

compiler-driven data allocation, the fourth goal of data integrity can also be included.

It is important to note that this type of tamper-proofing would not normally be

feasible if implemented entirely in software, since the checking computation could be

easily identified and avoided entirely. The register-sequence can be used to encode several

different items. For example, an authorization code can be encoded, after which other

codes may be passed to the secure-component. This technique can also be used to achieve

code obfuscation by using a secret register-to-register mapping in the FPGA. Thus, if
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the FPGA sees the sequence (R1, R2, R1), this can be interpreted by the FPGA as an

intention to actually use R3. In this manner, the actual programmer intentions can be

hidden through using a mapping customized to a particular processor. The complexity of

the transformation can range from simple (no translation) to complex (private-key based

translation). Such flexibility brings with it tradeoffs in hardware in terms of speed and

cost.

This technique can also be used to achieve code obfuscation by using a secret register-

to-register mapping in the FPGA. Thus, if the FPGA sees the sequence (r1, r2, r1), this

can be interpreted by the FPGA as an intention to actually use r3. In this manner,

the actual programmer intentions can be concealed by using a mapping customized to a

particular processor.

When examining a block of code to be encrypted using this scheme, often the compiler

will lack a sufficient number of register-based instructions to encode the desired custom

key. In this case, “place-holder” instructions which contain the desired sequence values but

which otherwise do not affect processor state, can be inserted by the compiler. Figure 4.5

shows a sample basic block where the desired register sequence values are obtained using

a combination of register allocation and instruction insertion. Introducing instructions

adds a performance penalty which is examined in the following chapter.

4.3.2. Selective Basic Block Encryption

Selective encryption is a useful technique in situations where certain code segments have

high security requirements and a full-blown cryptographic solution is too expensive from a

performance perspective. The example code segment in Fig. 4.6 shows how the compiler
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0x00d0: CMP    r0, r12
0x00d4: SUBLT    r7,r1,r0
0x00d8: LDRLT    r7,[r14,r7,LSL #2]
0x00dc: LDRLT    r2,[r13,r1,LSL #2]
0x00e0: LDRLT    r3,[r4,r0,LSL #2]
0x00e4: ADDLT    r0,r0,#1
0x00e8: MLALT    r2,r7,r3,r2
0x00ec: STRLT r2,[r13,r1,LSL #2]
0x00f0: BLT    0xd0 Original basic block

0x00d0: CMP    r0, r12
0x00d4: ADD    r11, r12, r13    // Inserted instruction will not change CPU state
0x00d8: SUBLT    r10,r1,r0    //  Register change r7 � r10
0x00dc: LDRLT    r10,[r14,r10,LSL #2]
0x00e0: LDRLT    r11,[r13,r1,LSL #2]    // Register change r2 � r11
0x00e4: LDRLT    r3,[r4,r0,LSL #2]
0x00e8: ADDLT    r0,r0,#1
0x00ec: ADDLT    r10, r10, #0    // Careful insertion of harmless instruction
0x00f0: MLALT    r11,r10,r3,r11
0x00f4: STRLT r11,[r13,r1,LSL #2]
0x00f8: SUBLT    r10, r10 #0    // Additional inserted instruction
0x00fc: BLT    0xd0 Modified basic block

Desired sequence: 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Register encoding: r10 = 0, r11 = 1

0x00d0: CMP    r0, r12
0x00d4: SUBLT    r7,r1,r0
0x00d8: LDRLT    r7,[r14,r7,LSL #2]
0x00dc: LDRLT    r2,[r13,r1,LSL #2]
0x00e0: LDRLT    r3,[r4,r0,LSL #2]
0x00e4: ADDLT    r0,r0,#1
0x00e8: MLALT    r2,r7,r3,r2
0x00ec: STRLT r2,[r13,r1,LSL #2]
0x00f0: BLT    0xd0 Original basic block

0x00d0: CMP    r0, r12
0x00d4: ADD    r11, r12, r13    // Inserted instruction will not change CPU state
0x00d8: SUBLT    r10,r1,r0    //  Register change r7 � r10
0x00dc: LDRLT    r10,[r14,r10,LSL #2]
0x00e0: LDRLT    r11,[r13,r1,LSL #2]    // Register change r2 � r11
0x00e4: LDRLT    r3,[r4,r0,LSL #2]
0x00e8: ADDLT    r0,r0,#1
0x00ec: ADDLT    r10, r10, #0    // Careful insertion of harmless instruction
0x00f0: MLALT    r11,r10,r3,r11
0x00f4: STRLT r11,[r13,r1,LSL #2]
0x00f8: SUBLT    r10, r10 #0    // Additional inserted instruction
0x00fc: BLT    0xd0 Modified basic block

Desired sequence: 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Register encoding: r10 = 0, r11 = 1

Figure 4.5. Obtaining a desired register sequence value

could insert message instructions to signify the start of an encrypted basic block (the

compiler would also encrypt the block itself). As this message is decoded by the FPGA,

an internal state would be set that directs future fetched instructions to be fed into

the fast decryption unit. These control signals could be used to distinguish between

different ciphers or key choices. The freshly-decrypted plaintext instructions would then

be validated before being returned to the Ln cache of Fig. 4.2. The encryption mode

could then be turned off or modified with the decoding of another message instruction.

Although properly encrypting a code segment makes it unreadable to an attacker

who does not have access to the key, using cryptography by itself does not necessarily

protect against tampering. A simple way of verifying that instructions have not been

tampered with is to check if they decode properly based on the original instruction set
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architecture specification. However, this approach does not provide a general solution, as

the overwhelming portion of binary permutations are usually reserved for the instruction

set of most processors. This increases the likelihood that a tampered ciphertext instruction

would also decode properly. A common approach is the use of one-way hash functions

(the so-called “message digest” functions), but in our case, it would be prohibitively slow

to calculate the hash of every encrypted basic block in even medium-sized applications. A

more simple approach would be to recognize patterns of instructions in the code segment

that make sense in terms of the register access patterns. Specific care must also be taken

to ensure the integrity of the message instructions themselves. This can be implemented

through a combination of the register encoding techniques discussed previously and other

dynamic code checking methods.

This example describes an approach that would be inherently slow in a purely-software

implementation. Consequently, using the FPGA for decryption allows the application

designer the flexibility to either improve the overall performance or increase the level

of security by encrypting a greater number of code subsections while still meeting the

original performance constraints.

4.4. Advantages of our Approach

Based on these two previous examples, we can summarize the advantages that our

approach contains over current software protection methodologies as follows:

(1) Our approach simultaneously addresses multiple attacks on software integrity by

limiting both code understanding and code tampering.
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Figure 4.6. Selective Basic Block Encryption

(2) The compiler’s knowledge of program structure, coupled with the programma-

bility of the FPGA, provides the application developer with an extreme amount

of flexibility in terms of the security of the system. The techniques available to

any given application range from simple obfuscation that provides limited pro-

tection with a minimal impact on performance to a full cryptographic solution

that provides the highest level of security with a more pronounced impact on

performance.

(3) Our approach provides the ability to combine both hardware specific techniques

with hardware-optimized implementations of several of the software-based meth-

ods proposed recently [15, 41].

(4) The selection of the FPGA as our secure component minimizes additional hard-

ware design. Moreover, the choice of a combined processor/FPGA architecture

enables our system to be immediately applicable to current SoC designs with

processors and reconfigurable logic on-chip, such as the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro ar-

chitecture [94].
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4.5. Security Analysis of FPGA Hardware

Thus far, we have been working off the assumption that as the software protection

mechanisms are situated directly in hardware (FPGA), these dynamic checks are inher-

ently more secure than those validated through purely-software mechanisms. While this

may very well be the case, some recent work has suggested that the use of FPGA hardware

in embedded systems invites a range of attacks. For example, physical attacks that take

advantage of the fact that not all data is lost in a Static RAM (SRAM) memory cell when

its power is turned off have been shown to be very successful at retrieving information

from memory devices that use SRAM technology [52]. It is likely that the techniques de-

veloped to facilitate these types of attacks would also be useful in extracting information

from SRAM FPGAs. Another point of weakness is the FPGA bitstream. In our system,

this file would need to be stored on disk just as the application itself. This potentially

exposes some of our techniques to a reverse engineering attack.

Before we lose hope in the prospect of an FPGA as a secure hardware component,

several clarifications need to be made. First, many of the proposed attacks on FPGAs

assume that the physical security of the entire system has already been breached. No

system, regardless of the underlying hardware or software security, is safe assuming that

the physical security has been breached. Consequently, under such assumptions, the

choice of FPGA provokes no further risks in terms of physical security. Second, reverse

engineering a hardware description is a considerably more difficult task than reverse-

engineering an equivalent software description, due to the lack of readily available tools

and the increased complexity of hardware designs. This task can be made even more

difficult through the encrypting of the bitstream itself. These reasons, combined with
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the fact that newer FPGAs are being built with highly secure antifuse and flash-based

technologies, have motivated the argument made by some that FPGAs are more difficult

to reverse-engineer than an equivalently functional ASIC [2].

We have up to this point in this thesis demonstrated the usefulness of our architecture

by providing specific examples of how our approach can be used in a software protection

scheme. What remains to be seen, however, is to the extent to which the insertion of the

FPGA in the instruction memory hierarchy effects system security and performance. We

address this question in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

Framework Evaluation

Since the majority of the techniques we leverage operate on a single program basic

block at a time, it makes sense to analyze the effect of the FPGA on instruction memory

hierarchy performance at that level of granularity. We begin by considering the replace-

ment penalty of a single block of an L1 cache directly from a pipelined main memory.

With a block size of nbytes and a memory width of Wmem bytes, we can write the penalty

as:

(5.1) tmiss = tnseq +

(⌈
nbytes

Wmem

⌉
− 1

)
· tseq ,

where tnseq is the access latency for the first bytes from memory and tseq is the pipelined

latency (tnseq ≥ tseq). Now, considering a basic block Bi of length ni
instrs instructions in

isolation from its surrounding program, we can estimate the number of instruction cache

misses (assuming Winstr bytes per instruction) as:

(5.2) ni
miss =

⌈
Winstr · ni

instrs

nbytes

⌉
,

as each instruction in Bi would be fetched sequentially. Consequently the total instruction

cache miss delay can be approximated by the product of ni
miss and tmiss.

What effect would our software protection architecture have on performance? We

identify two dominant factors: the insertion of new instructions into the executable and
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the placement of the FPGA into the instruction fetch stream. Looking now to modified

basic block Bj = f(Bi), we can write all changes in the size of the basic block quite simply

as:

(5.3) nj
instrs = ni

instrs + ∆i
instrs ,

and consequently the number of instruction cache misses would increase by a function of

∆i
instrs:

(5.4) nj
miss =

⌈
Winstr · nj

instrs

nbytes

⌉
≈ ni

miss +

⌈
Winstr · ∆i

instrs

nbytes

⌉

The majority of the operations performed in the FPGA can be modeled as an increase

in the instruction fetch latency. Assuming a pipelined implementation of whatever trans-

lation and validation is performed for a given configuration, we can estimate the delay

τmiss for an FPGA that decodes nbytes bytes in bursts of Wfpga at a time as:

(5.5) τmiss = τnseq +

(⌈
nbytes

Wfpga

⌉
− 1

)
· τseq

Therefore, the total slowdown in the L1 instruction cache miss penalty is just a simple

function of the inserted instructions and the additional FPGA latency:

%slowdown =
nj

miss · τmiss

ni
miss · tmiss

≈
(
ni

miss +
⌈

Winstr·∆i
instrs

nbytes

⌉)
·
(
τnseq +

(⌈
nbytes

Wfpga

⌉
− 1

)
· τseq

)
ni

miss ·
(
tnseq +

(⌈
nbytes

Wmem

⌉
− 1

)
· tseq

)(5.6)
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What effect would our software protection architecture have on performance? Based

on these results, we identify two dominant factors: the occasional insertion of new in-

structions into the executable and the placement of the FPGA into the instruction fetch

stream. For the first factor, the inserted instructions will only add a small number of

cache misses for the fetching of the modified basic block, since for most cases the number

of inserted bytes will be considerably smaller than the size of the cache block itself. For

the second factor, we note that the majority of the operations performed in the FPGA

can be modeled as an increase in the instruction fetch latency. Assuming a pipelined

implementation of whatever translation and validation is performed for a given configu-

ration, we can estimate the delay for our FPGA as that of a similar bandwidth memory

device, with a single nonsequential access latency followed by a number of sequential ac-

cesses. This overall slowdown will be a function of the following terms: (1) the number

of inserted instructions ∆i
instrs, (2) the ratio of the nonsequential and pipelined access

times of the FPGA and main memory τnseq

tnseq
and τseq

tseq
, and (3) the ratio of the byte widths

of the FPGA and main memory
Wfpga

Wmem
. In the remainder of this section, we explain our

experimental approach and then provide quantitative data that demonstrates how these

terms are affected by the security requirements of an application.

5.1. Initial Experiments

Figure 5.1 shows the original SAFE-OPS experimental framework. Using a modified

version of the gcc compiler targeting the ARM instruction set, register encoding schemes

were implemented within the data-flow analysis, register allocation, and code generation
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Figure 5.1. SAFE-OPS experimental framework

phases of the gcc back-end. The compiler’s output is (1) – the encrypted application

binary and (2) – a description file for the secure FPGA component.

A custom hardware/software cosimulator was developed in order to obtain perfor-

mance results for the following experiments. As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the SAFE-

OPS simulation infrastructure leverages a commercial software simulator and a commer-

cial HDL simulator, which are connected together by a socket interface. The ARMulator

simulator from [6] was utilized for modeling the software component of the system. The

ARMulator is a customizable instruction set simulator which can accurately model all of

the various ARM integer cores alongside memory and OS support. The ARMulator can

be customized in two ways: first, by changing system configuration values (clock rate,

cache size and associativity, etc.), and second, through pre-defined modules known as

the ARMulator API, that can be extended to model additional hardware or software for

prototyping purposes.
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For simulating the FPGA, the Modelsim simulator from [60] was selected. Similar to

the ARMulator API, the Modelsim simulator contains a Foreign Language Interface (FLI),

which allows for the simulation of C code concurrent with the VHDL or Verilog simulation.

A socket interface was set up between the two simulators by using the ARMulator API

and the Modelsim FLI. In the general case, when the ARMulator senses a read miss in the

instruction cache, the interface code sends a signal over the shared socket to the interface

written in the FLI. This signal informs the HDL simulator that an instruction read request

has been made, and the appropriate FPGA code is then triggered for execution. When

the FPGA finishes loading the instruction from memory and potentially decoding it, a

signal is sent back through the socket to the ARMulator containing both the desired

instruction along with data signifying how many execution cycles were required. Since

the ARM would in general halt execution to handle the event of an instruction cache

miss, the total system run-time would be equal to the sum of the total number of cycles

required by the ARM for its normal execution and the total number of cycles required

by the FPGA. Since the cosimulator handles the separate tasks of hardware and software

simulation at a cycle-accurate level, the entire system simulation is also cycle-accurate.

5.1.1. Benchmarks

In order to test the effectiveness of the approach, a diverse set of benchmarks from a

variety of embedded benchmark suites were selected. Chosen from the MediaBench [53]

suite are two different voice compression programs: adpcm – which implements Adaptive

Differential Pulse Code Modulation decompression and compression algorithms, and g721

– which implements the more mathematically complex CCITT (International Telegraph
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Figure 5.2. HW/SW cosimulator structure

and Telephone Consultative Committee) standard. From the ARM Applications Library

that is included with the ARM Developer Suite arm fir – which implements a Finite

Impulse Response (FIR) filter. From the MiBench [36] embedded benchmark suite three

applications were picked: susan – an image recognition package that was developed for

recognizing corners and edges in Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI) of the brain, dijkstra

– an implementation of Dijkstra’s famous algorithm for calculating shortest paths between

nodes, customized versions of which can be found in network devices like switches and

routers, and fft – which performs a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on an array of data.

These benchmarks are representative of the tasks that would be required of embedded

processors used in multimedia and/or networking systems. More details of the selected

benchmarks can be found in Table 5.1.

For the initial experiments, the simulator was configured to model an ARM9TDMI

core which contains sixteen, 32-bit general purpose registers. The ARM core is configured

to operate at 200MHz and is combined with separate 8KB instruction and data caches.
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Benchmark Source Code Size # Basic Blocks Instr Count (mil)
adpcm MediaBench 8.0 KB 26 1.23
g721 MediaBench 37.9 KB 84 8.67

arm fir ARM AppsLib 44.0 KB 34 .301
susan MiBench 66.4 KB 119 2.22

dijkstra MiBench 42.5 KB 32 7.77
fft MiBench 69.2 KB 44 4.27

Table 5.1. Benchmarks used for experimentation

Setting the memory bus clock rate to be 66.7MHz, the cache miss latency before consid-

ering the FPGA access time is 150ns (∼ 30 CPU cycles). This configuration is similar to

that of the ARM920T processor.

The default FPGA model runs at a clock speed identical to that of the ARM core

and requires an extra 3-5 cycles to process and decode an instruction memory access.

However, the clock speed of an FPGA is in general determined by the critical path of its

implemented logic. As will be demonstrated in this section, when considering architectural

improvements to the FPGA decoder implementation, the potential effect on clock speed

will also need to be considered.

5.1.2. Register Sequence Encoding Evaluation

The performance and resultant security of the SAFE-OPS approach was first explored by

using this customized HW/SW cosimulator to analyze two main metrics of the register

sequence encoding approach: (1) the desired length of the register sequence; and (2) the

selection criteria for inserting a sequence inside a suitable basic block. The results of these

experiments is presented in the following section.

For the six selected benchmarks the effect of increasing the encoded register sequence

length on the overall system performance was simulated in the case when approximately
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25% of the eligible basic blocks of each benchmark are encoded using a random-selection

algorithm. The results, as shown in Figure 5.3, are normalized to the performance of

the un-encrypted case. As can be seen in the figure, these initial results demonstrate the

potential security/performance tradeoffs inherent in the SAFE-OPS approach. Overall,

for most of the benchmarks the performance is within 80% of the base case (no encryp-

tion) when considering sequence lengths up to 16. However, when considering the most

extreme case (when the sequence length is 32), two of the benchmarks suffer a perfor-

mance penalty of over 25%. This decreased performance is due to the fact that (1) the

inserted instructions require extra cycles for their execution and that (2) the increased

code size can lead to more instruction cache misses. This explains why the two largest

benchmarks, susan and fft, performed the best of the set. It is also interesting to note

that two other benchmarks arm fir and dijkstra of similar sizes do not follow the same

performance trends; arm fir performs almost as well as susan for each configuration while

dijkstra does not. This can be explained by the fact that dijkstra is a much longer running

benchmark, with several basic blocks with extremely high iteration counts. It is very

likely that the random-selection algorithm encoded one or more or these high frequency

blocks. As will be explained in the following section it is possible to select the basic blocks

in a more intelligent fashion that takes these types of loop structures into account.

In Figure 5.4 the case is now considered where the register sequence length is kept

at a constant value of 8, and the effect of the aggressiveness of the random basic block

selection technique is examined. As the upper limit on the number of encoded basic

blocks is increased, it can be seen that there is a limit to the performance of the resulting

code. For the majority of the benchmarks, the performance in even the most secure case
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Figure 5.3. Performance as a function of the register sequence length, nor-
malized to the performance of the unencoded benchmarks. When the per-
centage of selected basic blocks is held constant (25%), increasing the level
of security (sequence length) has a negative impact on performance. For
most benchmarks, performance remained within 80% of the base case until
considering the longest sequence lengths.

is within 75% of the unencrypted case. However, for the two smallest benchmarks (adpcm

and g721), encrypting more than 50% of the eligible basic blocks can have a drastic effect

on performance. These results show that if it is possible for the SAFE-OPS compiler to

select the right basic blocks to be encoded with an appropriate sequence length value, one

would be able to keep the performance at an acceptable level while still increasing security.

These results motivate the development of compiler algorithms that utilize profiling and

in-depth application analysis techniques in order to make better choices for selecting basic

blocks. Two such approaches are discussed later in this chapter.

5.2. Additional Experiments

In order to provide more insight into the performance profile of these applications,

we conducted additional experiments, for which incorporated a behavioral model of our
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Figure 5.4. Performance as a function of the rate of encoding basic blocks,
normalized to the performance of the unencoded benchmarks. While for all
of the benchmarks the performance penalty when encoding less than half
of the basic blocks is less than 25%, there is a potential for severe perfor-
mance degradation when the overwhelming majority of the basic blocks are
selected. These results motivate the development of basic block selection
heuristics that take expected performance into account.

software protection FPGA hardware into the SimpleScalar/ARM tool set [14], a series of

architectural simulators for the ARM ISA. We examined the performance of our techniques

for a memory hierarchy that contains separate 16 KB 32-way associative instruction and

data caches, each with 32-byte lines. With no secondary level of cache, our non-sequential

memory access latency is 100 cycles and our sequential (pipelined) latency is 2 cycles. This

configuration corresponds to the values of nbytes = 32, tnseq = 100, and tseq = 2 from the

equations in the previous section. Since our simulation infrastructure was no longer tied

to a closed-source compiler technology, we were able to insert our protective techniques

directly into the back-end of a modified version of the gcc compiler targeting the ARM

instruction set.
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To evaluate our approach, we adapted six benchmarks from two different embedded

benchmark suites. From the MediaBench [53] suite we selected two different voice com-

pression programs: adpcm – which implements Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Mod-

ulation decompression and compression algorithms, and g721 – which implements the

more mathematically complex CCITT (International Telegraph and Telephone Consulta-

tive Committee) standard. We also selected from MediaBench the benchmark pegwit, a

program that implements elliptic curve algorithms for public-key encryption. From the

MiBench [36] embedded benchmark suite we selected three applications: cjpeg – a utility

for converting images to JPEG format through lossy image compression , djpeg – which

reverses the JPEG compression, and dijkstra – an implementation of the famous Dijkstra’s

algorithm for calculating shortest paths between nodes, customized versions of which can

be found in network devices like switches and routers.

It should be noted that, as in our original experiments, both our simulation target and

selected workload characterize a processor that could be found in a typical embedded sys-

tem. This choice was motivated by the fact that commercial chips have relatively recently

been developed that incorporate both embedded processors and FPGAs onto a single die

(ex. Xilinx Virtex-II Pro Platform FPGAs [94]). Consequently, even though we see our

techniques as one day being useful to a wide range of systems, the tradeoffs inherent in our

approach can be best demonstrated through experiments targeting embedded systems, as

these results are directly applicable to current technology.
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5.2.1. Detailed Performance Breakdown

Using this simulation platform, we first explored the effects of our approach on perfor-

mance and resultant security with an implementation of the tamper-resistant register

encoding example from the previous section. In this configuration, the compiler manip-

ulates sequences of register-based instructions to embed codes into the executable which

are verified at run-time by the FPGA. As the operations required are relatively simple,

for our experiments we assumed that the operations performed by the FPGA to decode

individual instructions requires 1 clock cycle (i.e. τsec = 1), and that verifying an individ-

ual basic block by comparing a function of the register sequence with a function of the

filtered instruction requires 3 clock cycles (i.e. τsec = 3).

As mentioned previously, it is often the case that the compiler will not have enough

register-based instructions in a given basic block with which to encode a relatively long

sequence string. Consequently, in these cases the compiler must insert ∆i
instrs instructions

into the basic block which encode a portion of the desired sequence but which otherwise do

not affect processor state. However, as these “dummy” instructions must also be fetched

from the instruction cache and loaded in the processor pipeline they can cumulatively

have a significant detrimental impact on performance.

While quantifying the security of any system is not a simple task, we can estimate

the overall coverage of an approach independent of the instantiated tamper-checking com-

putations. For our register encoding approach, we can measure this aggressiveness as a

function of both the desired register sequence length and the percentage of basic blocks

that are protected. Figure 5.5 considers the performance of our system when the sequence

length is kept at a constant value 8 and the percentage of encoded basic blocks is varied
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Figure 5.5. Performance breakdown of the tamper-resistant register encod-
ing scheme as a function of the basic block select rate. These results show
that for the most secure case (rate = 100) the average performance degre-
dation is approximately 48%.

from 0 - 100%. For each experiment the results are normalized to the unsecured case and

are partitioned into three subsets: (1) the stall cycles spent in handling data cache misses,

(2) the “busy” cycles where the pipeline is actively executing instructions, and (3) the

stall cycles spent in handling instruction cache misses.

Several general points can be made about the results in Figure 5.5. First, it is ob-

vious that the selected embedded benchmarks do not stress even our relatively-small L1

instruction cache, as on average these miss cycles account for less than 3% of the total

base case run-time. This is a common trait among embedded applications, as they can

often be characterized as a series of deeply-nested loops that iterate over large data sets

(such as a frame of video). This high inherent level of instruction locality means that,

although the inserted register sequence instructions do affect the cycles spent in handling

instruction cache misses, there is a relatively significant negative impact on the non-stall

pipeline cycles. The average slowdown for this scheme is approximately 48% in the case

where all the basic blocks are selected, but then drops to 20% if we only select half the
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Figure 5.6. Performance breakdown of the tamper-resistant register encod-
ing scheme as a function of the register sequence length. These results
show that for the most secure case (length = 32) the average performance
degredation is approximately 66%.

blocks. These results clearly demonstrate the tradeoff between security and performance

that can be managed in our approach.

In Figure 5.6, we now consider the case where the basic block selection rate is kept

constant at 25 and the effect of the desired register sequence length is examined. Although

for most of the benchmark/sequence combinations the performance impact is below 50%,

there are cases where lengthening the sequences can lead to huge increases in execution

time, as the basic blocks are too short to supply the needed number of register-based

instructions. This can be seen in the results for the most secure configuration (sequence

length value of 32), where the average performance penalty is approximately 66%.

In our next set of experiments, we investigated the performance impact of the selective

basic block encryption scheme. FPGA implementations of symmetric block often strive

to optimize for either throughput or area. Recent implementations of the Advanced En-

cryption Standard (AES) have reached a high throughput by unrolling and pipelining the

algorithmic specification [103]. The resultant pipeline is usually quite deep. Consequently
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Figure 5.7. Performance breakdown of the selective basic block encryption
scheme as a function of the block select rate. These results show that for
the most secure case (rate = 100) the average performance degredation is
approximately 20%.

the initial access latencies are over 40 cycles, while the pipelined transformations can be

executed in a single cycle. Assuming an AES implementation on our secure FPGA, we

can make the intelligent assumption of τnseq = 50 and τseq = 1.

Figure 5.7 shows the performance breakdown of our selective basic block encryption

architecture as a function of the block select rate. The increased nonsequential access

time for the FPGA has the expected effect on the instruction cache miss cycles, which

for several of our benchmarks become a more significant portion of the overal execution

profile. It is interesting to note that the average performance penalty of the case where

the entire program is initially encrypted is less than 20%, a number that is significantly

less than the seemingly simpler register-sequence encoding approach.

Why is this the case? This question can be answered by again examining the ratio

of the instruction cache miss cycles to the pipeline execution cycles. Although the AES

instantiation brings with it a significant increase in the former factor when compared to

the register-based approach, the compiler pass that encrypts the executable only requires
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that two instructions (the start and stop message instructions) be inserted for every basic

block. Consequently for applications that have excellent instruction cache locality such

as our selected benchmarks, we would expect the performance of this scheme to be quite

similar to that of the previous approach configured with a sequence length value of 2. A

quick comparison of Figures 5.6 and 5.7 shows this to be the case.

These results clearly demonstrate the flexibility of our approach. With the modifica-

tion of a few compiler flags an application developer can evaluate both a tamper-resistant

register encoding system that covers the entire application with a significant performance

detriment, to a partially covered cryptographic solution that has a much more measured

impact on performance. Many of the more severe performance numbers are fully expected

based on previous work - as an example, estimates for the XOM architecture [54] predict

less than a 50% performance impact when coupled with a modern CPU. While the results

in this section show that the instruction miss penalty isn’t a dominant factor, this will gen-

erally not be the case when considering the larger applications that could be used with our

approach. This, combined with the possiblility that programmable FPGA resources will

not all be allocated for software protection purposes motivates the configuration of these

resources as performance-oriented architectural optimizations. We examine instruction

prefetching in the following section to investigate the impact of such an approach.

5.3. Exploring Hardware and Software Optimizations

In many cases, it would make sense for the application developer to select the basic

blocks to apply the register code insertion or block encryption techniques on an individual

basis. Appropriate targets for such a selection approach would be those which are most
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likely to be attacked - examples being basic blocks that verify for serial numbers or that

check to see if a piece of software is running from its original CD. However, it is also useful

to cover a greater percentage of the entire executable with such a technique, as doing so

would both increase the confidence that no block could be altered and would hinder the

static analysis of the vital protected areas.

5.3.1. Intelligent Basic Block Selection

In the previous section a random select approach was investigated, where it was discov-

ered that the performance penalty of the register code insertion technique was not often

severe even in the case where all eligible basic blocks were encoded. However, it makes

sense to develop more intelligent algorithms for basic block selection, as this would allow

the embedded application provider more flexibility in terms of positioning on the per-

formance/security spectrum. Before developing these techniques it is necessary to first

identify the root causes of the increase in total execution time.

Assuming a constant FPGA access latency, the key source of performance degradation

for our approach is the addition of instructions needed to form register sequences of the

desired length. Given a basic block i of length libblock and a requested sequence length of

lkey registers, the transformed basic block length can be written as:

(5.7) li
′

bblock = libblock + αi · lkey ,

where αi ∈ [0, 1] is the percentage of a requested sequence length that cannot be encap-

sulated using register allocation. For example, for a register sequence length of 8, a basic

block that can hide 6 of the needed key values in its original instructions would have
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an αi value of 0.25, meaning that 2 additional instructions would need to be inserted to

complete the sequence.

The number of extra pipeline cycles required by the execution of the inserted in-

structions is highly dependent on the loop structure of the original basic blocks. As an

example, an encoded basic block that is executed O(n2) times will have a considerably

greater performance penalty when compared to a neighboring block that is executed only

O(n) times. Consequently special consideration should be given to high-incidence blocks

(i.e. blocks that are deeply nested in loops). Assuming that each basic block i is executed

ni
iters due to its containing loop structure, the total delay due to the execution of i can

be estimated as:

(5.8) tidelay = ni
iters · libblock · CPI i ,

where CPI i is the average number of cycles per instruction required of the instructions

in basic block i. This delay value ignores the specific types of instructions inside the basic

block since this variation is actually quite small. If basic block i is selected for encoding

using the register sequence technique, the new total execution time can be estimated as:

(5.9) ti
′

delay = ni
iters ·

(
libblock + αi · lkey

) · CPI i′ .

This equation shows that an obvious approach in selecting basic blocks for encoding

is to sort by increasing number of iterations. In practice, however, there will be several

blocks in an application that will not be fetched at all during normal program execution.

Applying dead code elimination will not necessarily remove these blocks, as they are quite

often used for error handling or other functionality that is rarely needed but still vital.
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For this reason the blocks where ni
iters = 0 are placed at the end of the ordered list of

eligible basic blocks.

This can only be a partial solution, as it will be very likely that ties will exist between

different basic blocks with the same ni
iters value. How should these blocks be ordered?

The simplest method would be to order these subsets of blocks randomly, but a better

approach can be found by further examining the impact on performance of the added

register sequence instructions. A suitable heuristic can be developed by considering that

a basic block with a larger libblock value will have a relatively smaller number of additional

instruction cache misses after a register sequence encoding when compared with other

blocks with the same ni
iters value but with a shorter original block length. For this reason

blocks can be effectively sorted first by non-zero increasing ni
iters values and then by

decreasing libblock values.

To estimate the number of iterations for the basic blocks in the selected benchmarks,

profiling runs were performed that fed back the individual loop counts to the basic-block

selection module of the SAFE-OPS compiler. As this approach can potentially lead to

a significant increase in compile time, the profiling experiments were ran using smaller

input sets for the benchmarks, with the goal of not letting profiling information increase

the compiler run-time more than 6 times. This increase is acceptable. Embedded systems

can tolerate much larger compilation times than their general-purpose counterparts since

the resulting programs are used so many times without further compilation.

Figure 5.8 shows the general trends seen when the tests of the previous section are

re-run with the iteration-based block selection policy. These results show that by initially

selecting blocks with low iteration counts, the large performance degradations can be
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Figure 5.8. Performance characteristics of the iteration-based block selec-
tion policy. The top graph shows the absolute performance impact that
can be visually compared to Figure 5.4. The bottom graph shows the per-
formance improvement relative to the random selection approach. These
results show that by avoiding basic blocks that iterate excessively, the
iteration-based policy clearly outperforms the random approach, in some
cases by as much as 80%.

delayed until only the highest level of security is required. As can be seen from the figure,

the performance gains due to intelligent basic block selection are as large as 80% in one

case (g721), average between 5-20% for the majority of the benchmarks, and is negligible

for the fft benchmark. The reason the g721 benchmark performs so well is that the code

size is relatively small, and that an overwhelming percentage of the total run-time is

concentrated in a just a few basic blocks. Conversely, the fft code size is relatively large,
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and much of the run-time is spent in mathematical library calls, instructions that are not

eligible for encryption under the current approach. As is the case when no blocks are

selected, when 100% of the blocks are targeted for encryption using any of the techniques

the performance is the same; in these cases it is more interesting to look to architectural

optimizations for a source of performance speedups.

5.3.2. FPGA-based Instruction Caching

Given the reconfigurable nature of FPGAs, it is interesting to explore architectural op-

timizations that could be implemented to improve performance, while maintaining a de-

sirable level of security. This section investigate using the FPGA as a program-specific

secondary level of instruction cache. Three specific techniques are examined:

• L2 cache. As a comparison to the more application-specific caching techniques

listed below, a 32 KB L2 cache was instantiated on the FPGA. As this would

consume a considerable amount of programmable resources on the FPGA, this

could be implemented using a relatively fast on-chip FPGA memory and therefore

in this configuration the access latency requirement was increased to 8 cycles.

• Basic block cache. In this configuration, the FPGA caches only the instructions

that are fetched inside selected basic blocks. After the entire block is validated,

this smaller cache can then return the instruction values for future requests with-

out requiring an expensive access to main memory or any other cycles spent in

decryption. This technique would gain in preference under a configuration where

the FPGA decryption algorithm requires a relatively large number of computa-

tional cycles.
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• Register sequence buffer. The FPGA in this architecture is able to determine

which register sequence values are original instructions, and which are instruc-

tions that are inserted by the compiler to complete the sequence. This is possible

with the addition of a fairly small amount of instruction decode logic. While

a selected block is being fetched and validated, the FPGA stores the relative

locations of the inserted register codes in a simple buffer. In future requests for

these validated basic blocks, the FPGA can return NOP instructions instead of

fetching instructions at these register code locations. This architecture is the

simplest of the three in terms of required resources, requiring a buffer of at most

lkey · nbblock bits.

The common feature among these three approaches is that after the FPGA fetches an

instruction from main memory and validates it, it then attempts to store the validated

instruction in a faster buffer.

In evaluating these architectures the effect on performance for three benchmarks was

examined when the sequence length was kept constant at 8 and the percentage of basic

blocks to be selected (randomly) was increased from 0-100%. Figure 5.9 shows a summary

of the instruction memory hierarchy performance results of these techniques, normalized

to the case where no architectural optimizations are applied. These results clearly show

that the L2 cache performs much better than the other two approaches. As can be seen

from the figure, instantiating an L2 cache on the FPGA leads to performance speedups

of as much as 55% in some cases, as compared to the basic block caching approach

which is limited to a 5% speedup and the register sequence buffer which demonstrates

less than 3% performance improvement. This is to be expected, as the relatively large
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Figure 5.9. Performance of the three architectural optimizations, relative
to the base case when no instructions are cached in the FPGA. These re-
sults show that while the L2 cache instantiation performs by far the best
of the three, the architecturally much simpler basic block caching tech-
nique slightly improves performance when the percentage of encrypted basic
blocks approaches 100%.

cache allows us to buffer a high percentage of all instructions in the benchmarks. While

the L2 cache technique performs the best overall, it is interesting to note that the basic

block cache and register sequence buffer approaches show near-linear speedups as the

aggressiveness of the encryption is increased. This is an important result, as it implies

that if the other system parameters are tuned for more cryptographic strength (i.e. by

increasing the key length, implementing more complex instruction filters, implementing

more algorithmically advanced register sequence translators, etc.), these two software
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protection-specific approaches will begin to perform favorably well when compared to the

general L2 cache case.

When evaluating the implementation of architectural-based optimizations on the FPGA

it is necessary to consider that the clock speed of the FPGA is dependent on the critical

path of the instantiated logic. In order to effectively measure the performance of an FPGA

architectural technique, it is important to consider configurations of varying clock speeds.

Figure 5.10 shows the results of such experiments on the susan benchmark. In gathering

these results, the register sequence length was held constant at 8 and the percentage of

encoded basic blocks constant at 25%. From this figure it can be clearly seen that as

the clock rate of the FPGA is reduced via simulation, the performance benefits of the L2

cache implementation can quickly turn negative. This drastic effect on instruction mem-

ory hierarchy performance is a function of the additional FPGA cycles required by the

architecture. This is due to the fact that the memory bus speed is kept constant, and any

cycles spent by the FPGA grow in importance as its clock rate decreases. These results

show that if the L2 cache implementation required a clock rate of 150MHz or slower, the

basic block cache and register sequence buffer techniques would perform better, assuming

their minimal logic would allow them to continue operating at 200MHz.

5.4. FPGA-based Instruction Prefetching

For systems with a low instruction cache efficiency and long memory latencies, both

buffering and prefetching have been shown to be useful optimizations for reducing cache

misses and subsequently improving system performance. In this section we concentrate on
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Figure 5.10. Performance of the three architectural caching strategies for
varying FPGA clock rates. These results demonstrate that the resource-
utilization of the FPGA needs to be taken into account when considering
architectural optimizations, as the strategy that performs the best under
the assumption of an ideal clock rate (L2 cache), ultimately performs the
worst given the condition that the clock rate would need to be lowered to
50MHz to compensate for the additional applied logic.

prefetching and examine how including instruction prefetching logic on the FPGA affects

performance.

Prefetching techniques tend to monitor cache access patterns in order to predict which

instructions will be requested in the immediate future. These guesses are used as the

basis whereby instructions are fetched from slow main memory into cache before they are

requested. In general, the usefulness of a prefetching scheme is based on the percentage

of cache misses that it is able to prevent. In other words, prefetching instructions will

only improve performance if the average per-access overhead of the prefetching hardware

is outweighed by the average overall fetch latency.

One of the most popular prefetching techniques is known as next-N-line prefetching.

The main concept behind this technique is that when a block of instructions are requested

main memory, the prefetching mechanism also returns the next N lines to the instruction
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Figure 5.11. Architecture and state diagram for a next-N-line prefetching
technique implemented in FPGA

cache. Our architecture for next-N-line prefetching can be described as follows (see Fig-

ure 5.11). A relatively small N-line buffer is instantiated on the FPGA which responds

to instruction cache requests concurrently with the other security-related mechanisms of

the FPGA. If the requested line is found, then the other FPGA operations are canceled

and the data is returned directly from the buffer. If there is no match, then the result is

returned from higher-level memory with no additional delay (assuming the latency in ac-

cessing higher-level memory is greater than that of the prefetching buffer). In either case,

the next N lines following the requested address are then fetched through the remainder

of the FPGA. This can be a quite simple operation for sequentially fetched blocks - it

is very likely that many of the next N lines have already been recently prefetched and

do not need to be fetched again. In order to minimize the average prefetching overhead
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Figure 5.12. Effectiveness of next-N-line instruction prefetching optimiza-
tion as a function of N. These results show that (a) a 16-line buffer can
successfully cache on average about 71% of the requests, although the ma-
jority of those hits can be had in a much smaller buffer. (b) These hits lead
to on average a 18% savings in instruction cache stall cycles.

we configured our FPGA to halt its current prefetching operation in the case of a new

request from the L1 cache.

It is important to note that this requires no changes to the L1 instruction cache

itself. This is nice feature as it means that if a cache miss leads to a poorly speculated

prefetch operation (as could be the case in a procedure call that quickly returns to the

callee location), the cache will not get polluted with useless lines. Also since our prefetch

control is configured to not continue in its fetching of the next N lines in the case of a

new request, such an architecture is likely to service any given request with a minimal

additional delay.

We configured the FPGA in our selective basic block encryption approach to perform

next-N-line instruction prefetching for the case when 25 percent of the eligible basic blocks

are selected. The results for varying values of N can be seen in Figure 5.12. Our most

aggressive prefetching architecture (N = 16) does a fairly good job at predicting future

misses - on average the prefetch buffer in this configuration successfully responds to 71% of
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the instruction cache requests. This correlates directly to an instruction cache miss cycle

improvement. Figure 5.12b shows that on average there is an average of 18% savings in

instruction stall overhead. For our current benchmarks this translates to a relatively small

overall performance improvement but given some benchmarks with a lower instruction

locality this can have a great effect with no additional hardware cost.
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CHAPTER 6

Ensuring Program Flow Integrity

Embedded applications are typically not the main focus of secure solutions providers,

as the personal and business computing world has been the traditional target for wide-

scale attacks. This is a cause for concern for two reasons. Firstly, embedded software tends

to be written in low-level languages, especially when meeting real-time constraints is a

concern. These languages tend to not have facilities for runtime maintenance which can

often cover programming errors leading to security holes. Secondly, embedded systems

are used in a variety of high-risk situations, for which a malicious attack could have

devastating consequences.

Many current approaches merely apply stopgap measures - either by patching specific

vulnerabilities or disallowing behavior that is representative of the attacks considered.

While effective at preventing the most popular exploits, these approaches are not able

to handle an unexpected weakness or an unknown class of attacks. Clearly, additional

research is needed to find a more general solution.

In this chaper, we present a compiler module and reconfigurable that can prevent a

more general class of attacks. The input program is first analyzed by our compiler to

generate program flow metadata. When the application is loaded onto the processor,

this data is then stored in the custom memories on our architecture. Since this approach

requires only a passive monitoring of the instruction fetch path, we are able to continually

verify the program’s execution with a minimal performance penalty.
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Figure 6.1. (a) Static view of an application’s instructions (b) Program-flow
graph (c) Runtime execution information added to the application via the
PFencode compiler module

6.1. The PFcheck Architecture

When considering a static view of an application (Figure 6.1), a basic block is defined

as a subsequence of instructions for which there is only one entry point and one exit point.

Basic block boundaries are typically found at jumps and branch targets, function entry

and exit points, and conditionally executed instructions. The various types of program

flow attacks can all be generalized as invalid edges in a flow graph at the basic block

granularity:

• Flow passing between non-consecutive instructions in the same basic block.

• Flow passing between between two blocks with no originally intended relation.

• Flow passing between any two instructions that are not both at basic block

boundaries.
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Figure 6.2. Insertion of the PFcheck component into a standard CPU architecture

• Flow passing from an instruction back to that same instruction, when that in-

struction is not both the entry and exit point of a single basic block.

Our approach operates at the basic block level. In the example of Figure 6.1, flow

passes unconditionally from block L1 into L2, where it may either loop back into L1

or pass conditionally into L3. This information is statically knowable by the compiler,

which is typically able to break the input program into basic blocks for analysis. It is

also possible to include a profiling pass to determine more complex program flows. Our

compiler module, which we call PFencode, assigns identification labels to the basic blocks.

These “IDs” are given a one-hot encoding, for reasons that will become apparent. For

this example, block L1 is encoded as 00010, L2 is encoded as 00100, and L3 is encoded

as 01000.

Next, the compiler generates a table of predecessors for each basic block. Since the

blocks are already encoded with a unique bit, we can create this “prevID” table by just

ORing the IDs or all the blocks that are valid predecessors for each block. As an example,

since since block L2 and the prefix code segment (with an ID of 00001) are both valid
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Figure 6.3. Architectural view of the Xilinx ML310 development platform

predecessors of L1, the prevID value for L1 is defined as 00101. The compiler also

generates a value representing the length of each basic block.

Figure 6.2 shows a high level view of how our program flow checking architecture

can be inserted into a standard CPU architecture. Our hardware component, which we

call PFcheck, uses a snooping mechanism to analyze instructions being fetched directly

between the processor core and the lowest level of instruction cache. Since the PFcheck

architecture does not delay the instruction fetch path, it is not expected to incur the same

negative performance impact as other approaches.

The architecture contains several customized memories which it uses to hold the pro-

gram flow metadata values. The basic block base addresses are stored in a Content-

Addressable Memory (CAM). Typically on a CAM lookup operation, the output is a

unencoded value of the lines in the memory that match the target address. When an

instruction is being fetched, the PFcheck component sends this address to the CAM. If

there is a match, this means that the instruction is an entry point for a basic block - the

ID of that block is given as the output of the CAM.
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The basic block lengths and prevID table are stored in a standard RAM. The only

output required by the component is an interrupt signal, which is used to notify the

system that an invalid flow has been detected. A more detailed description of a PFcheck

implementation is given in the following section.

6.2. Implementation and Results

We implemented our prototype system on a Xilinx ML310 FPGA development board

(Figure 6.3), using version 7.1 of their Embedded Development Kit (EDK) for the design

entry, simulation, and synthesis. The ML310 contains a XC2VP30 FPGA that has two

PPC 405 processors, 13696 reconfigurable CLB slices, and 136 Block SelectRAM modules.

The board and FPGA can act as a fully-fledged PC, with 256 MB on-board memory, some

solid-state storage, and several standard peripherals.

We implemented our PFencode compiler (Figure 6.4) as a post-pass of the GCC com-

piler targeting the Xilinx MicroBlaze soft processor [95]. We chose the MicroBlaze over
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Table 6.1. PFencode results for a variety of benchmarks

Benchmark App Size Num Basic Block Metadata Size Percentage Increase
adpcm 15.8 kB 75 1.30 kB 8.2%

dijkstra 23.3 kB 257 10.3 kB 44.2%
laplace 15.6 kB 32 0.38 kB 2.4%

fir 22.8 kB 240 9.12 kB 40.0%
susan 90.8 kB 1253 206 kB 226.9%

the PPC for its simplicity and flexibility. Table 6.1 shows the results when we ran PFen-

code on a number of benchmarks customized to support MicroBlaze software libraries.

For these relatively small applications, we found that the size of the metadata increased

exponentially with the number of basic blocks. This is due to the fact that for an appli-

cation with N basic blocks, our one-hot encoding approach requires an N ×N memory to

hold the entire prevID table. For the benchmarks that have relatively short basic blocks,

this increase in application size can be drastic (see susan which is 5.8 times the size of

laplace but requires 542 times the amount of metadata).

Figure 6.5 shows the internals of our implementation of the PFcheck architecture. The

instruction addresses (M bits wide) is sent into the CAM module which has M -bit wide

entries for each of the N basic blocks. If there is a match, that means that this instruction

address is a basic block base address - the one-hot ID value for that basic block is the

output of the CAM on a match. Otherwise, the output of the CAM is all zeros indicating

that the current instruction is inside a basic block. The output of the CAM is sent to

an encoder that creates a log(N) wide signal that drives the address of the RAM module

to get the prevID value for the current block. The entry in the prevID table is checked

with the previously fetched ID that is stored in a register. If the bits do not match up, an

interrupt signal is sent to the processor. In the case where the current instruction is not
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a basic block entry point, an interrupt will be also be generated if the current instruction

does not directly proceed the previous instruction. This is equivalent to checking that

PC does not equal PC + 4.

Table 6.2 shows how the area consumption and performance of the PFcheck architec-

ture is depends on the configuration. For our experiments, we synthesized designs with

varying amounts of basic block support and address bus width. Each design is labeled

N × M . Several trends are readily apparent. The BlockRAM and slice usage increase

linearly with N . Decreasing the address bus width has less of an impact on area usage,

and no impact on clock frequency. The limiting factor for this medium-sized FPGA was

the number of BlockRAMs; we were not able to fit the 1024x32 on the device.

To test for correctness, we used PFencode to compile an application that contained

a buffer overflow vulnerability. We attempted to write attack code on the stack and to
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Table 6.2. Area and performance results for a PFcheck implementation on
a Xilinx XC2VP30 FPGA

Config (N × M) 64x16 64x32 128x32 256x32 512x32

Num Slices 450 (3.2%) 510 (3.7%) 840 (6.1%) 1615 (11.8%) 3031 (22.1%)
Num BRAMs 5 (3.7%) 9 (6.6%) 18 (13.2%) 36 (26.5%) 80 (58.9%)
Clock Freq 71.3 MHz 71.3 MHz 64.9 MHz 56.0 MHz 59.32 MHz

overwrite the return address to point back to this buffer. While the architecture did

not protect values on the stack from being overwritten, when the program attempted to

return to this malicious region an interrupt was triggered.

Further improvements are being made to the PFcheck architecture. We are currently

analyzing the performance overhead of writing the program flow metadata values to the

CAM and RAM. Also, we are investigating a paging architecture that will be able to

protect larger applications (in terms of number of basic blocks) without a loss in the

amount of security provided.
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CHAPTER 7

Optimizing Symmetric Block Cipher Architectures

Cryptography is a core component in most secure systems [58] and is used extensively

to provide secrecy, integrity, and authenticity. The widespread deployment of crypto-

graphic methods and their typically intensive computational requirements motivate the

development of techniques to maximize their performance.

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have become an attractive target for cryp-

tographic routines, as witnessed by the abundance of commercial and academic imple-

mentations of private-key ciphers [28, 39, 47, 49, 71], public-key ciphers [29, 59, 66],

and secure hash algorithms [35, 55]. This increased interest in reconfigurable logic can

be attributed to the following factors:

• Since the individual operations of a typical cryptographic algorithm are simple

(often consisting only of combinational logic), specialized hardware designs can

greatly reduce the overhead associated with an equivalent software implementa-

tion.

• Dedicated hardware can further improve performance relative to software designs

by extracting functional parallelism from cryptographic algorithms.

• The nonrecurring engineering costs associated with FPGA development typically

are significantly lower than those associated with full-custom ASICs, making

FPGA development very attractive for all but the highest volumes of production.
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• FPGAs are also an attractive alternative to ASICs in that the FPGA design

flow does not require the designer to perform tasks such as clock tree generation,

boundary scan insertion, and physical verification, all of which are essential steps

in the ASIC design process.

• The reconfigurable nature of FPGAs allows the modification of an implementa-

tion at any point during, or even after, the design process [91]. Applications of

this feature include fixing flaws discovered in the algorithm after design time, op-

timizing the architecture for a known range of inputs [34], and switching between

a set of ciphers at runtime [27].

Much of the recent work in this area has focused on high-throughput or low-area imple-

mentations of Symmetric Block Ciphers (SBCs). An SBC encrypts data by transforming

plaintext blocks of a fixed length into ciphertext under a secret key, and uses the same

key to transform ciphertext blocks back into plaintext during decryption. As illustrated

by Fig. 7.1, a typical SBC algorithm consists of an iterative series of data transforma-

tions called a round function. A typical round function consists of simple transformations

such as bitwise logical operations, arithmetic operations, and permutations; often, round

functions also include a set of non-linear byte substitutions, which are most commonly

represented as a lookup table known as a substitution box (S-box). Examples of SBCs in-

clude the Data Encryption Standard (DES) [31] and the Advanced Encryption Standard

(AES) [30].

In order to encrypt messages longer than a single block, various modes of operation can

be applied to SBCs [1]. Electronic codebook (ECB), the simplest mode, breaks the input

message into blocks and processes each block independently under the input key. Under
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Figure 7.1. A generic Symmetric Block Cipher (SBC) encryption architecture

ECB, identical plaintext blocks within a message are encrypted to identical ciphertext

blocks, which is often an undesirable behavior. As a result, modes incorporating some

sort of feedback or key agility are often preferred for the encryption of longer data streams.

Compared to other efforts in implementing SBC architectures on FPGAs, our work is

unique in that we combine previous attempts at extracting fine-grained parallelism from

individual cipher operations with techniques that leverage a coarser parallelism and make

use of the large quantities of resources available in modern FPGA devices. Another key

distinction stems from our top-down design methodology (Fig. 7.2) that allows for area

and delay tradeoffs to be managed at several levels of the design hierarchy using a single

parameterizable core. In doing so, we draw closer to the goal of maximizing the potential

of FPGAs for accelerating the performance of SBCs. In this chapter, we focus on AES

encryption and explore the area, delay, and efficiency tradeoffs associated with a high-

throughput FPGA implementation. We present a design that is capable of encrypting

128-bit data blocks at speeds greater than 30Gbps.
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Figure 7.2. Top-down block cipher design methodology

7.1. AES Overview

In 1997, the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) held an in-

ternational competition to replace DES as the federal information processing standard for

symmetric cryptography. The fifteen designs submitted to NIST were publicly evaluated

based on several factors including simplicity, security, and suitability to both hardware

and software implementations. In 2000, NIST selected Vincent Rijmen and Joan Dae-

men‘s Rijndael algorithm as the winner of the AES competition.

As an SBC, AES operates on blocks of a fixed length, uses the same key for encryption

and decryption, and is amenable to various modes of operation. Though AES and Rijndael

are often used interchangeably in practice, the two are not actually identical. Whereas

Rijndael supports various block and key lengths, AES is restricted to 128-bit blocks and

key lengths of 128, 192, and 256 bits. Based on the observation that the algorithms for
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encryption and decryption using various key lengths are very similar, the remainder of

this paper focuses on AES encryption using a 128-bit key (AES-128E) with only a minor

loss of context compared to examining every key length supported by AES.

The structure of AES-128E is shown in Fig. 7.3. The encryption operation takes, as

inputs, a secret key and a 128-bit plaintext block. The secret key is expanded into indi-

vidual sub-keys for each round by the KeyExpansion function, while the input plaintext,

represented as a 4x4 byte array, forms the initial state of the operation. Based on the

current state and sub-key, each round generates a new state, which is calculated through

the following four steps:

• SubBytes replaces each byte in the state with another, according to a non-linear

substitution. As previously mentioned, this step is performed using an S-box.

• ShiftRows rotates each row of the state by a certain number of byte positions.
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• MixColumns performs an invertible linear transform on each column of the state,

such that each byte of the input affects all four bytes of the output.

• AddRoundKey combines the state with the sub-key of the round, using a bit-wise

XOR operation.

A more detailed description of the AES algorithm is available in the official AES stan-

dardization documents [30] and the cipher developers own publications [25].

7.2. Parallelizing the AES Cipher

As illustrated by Fig. 7.4, a typical SBC applies a cryptographic function EK(P ) to

an input key K and input plaintext P , producing an output ciphertext C. A significant

amount of parallelism can be extracted from these types of ciphers, providing the potential

for greatly improved performance. In this section we describe several SBC parallelization

techniques which are readily applicable to AES. We also examine the suitability of each

technique for FPGA implementations in terms of performance and resource utilization.

7.2.1. Coarse-grained Parallelism

The algorithm describing a cipher operating in ECB mode is often embarrassingly paral-

lel. A large plaintext input P can be broken into smaller pieces P 1, P 2, P 3, etc, each of

which can be processed concurrently and independently using multiple identical resources.

We refer to this property as coarse-grained parallelism. In the case of FPGA implemen-

tations, a large input can be broken into smaller pieces and issued to several identical

computational units for simultaneous processing. The output of each of these units can

then be recombined to form the output of the cipher. This coarse-grained parallelism
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Figure 7.4. Coarse, fine, and multi-grained parallelism in SBC architectures

optimization, which we refer to as cipher replication, requires the original cipher to be

replicated M times (Fig. 7.4).

As previously mentioned, ECB mode is often not suitable for applications requiring

the encryption of large streams of data; however, this observation does not eliminate

the usefulness of cipher replication. Applications intended to support the simultaneous

processing of multiple independent data streams, such as network processors, can still

benefit from cipher replication by assigning each replicated cipher an independent data

stream.

Given an FPGA will sufficient resources, this approach would theoretically lead to

linear increases in throughput without adverse effects on latency or area efficiency. As

demonstrated in Section 7.4, however, this is often not the case, primarily due to the fact

that the dramatic increases in reconfigurable logic usage associated with this optimization
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greatly complicate interconnect routing. This idea of replicating block cipher architectures

is inspired by Swankoski et al. [78] and is something of an inverse concept to the multi-

threaded architecture proposed by Alam et al. [4].

7.2.2. Fine-grained Parallelism

As many SBC algorithms, including AES, are iterative structures, it is possible to extract

fine-grained parallelism through the unrolling of round functions. Similar to the unrolling

performed by a software compiler that replaces a loop with multiple copies of the loop

body, unrolling the round function structure effectively replaces it with N sequential

copies, where 1 ≤ N ≤ Nround. For AES-128E, N = 1 corresponds to the normal

iterative case, while N = 10 specifies a fully unrolled implementation. In practice, there

is often little or no advantage to unrolling by an N that does not divide the loop count

evenly. Applying round unrolling by itself potentially reduces the latency of the cipher, at

the expense of clock rate and a significant increase in reconfigurable resource utilization

associated with the replication of round functions.

Unrolled rounds are eligible for pipelining. As illustrated by Fig. 7.4, registers can

be inserted between rounds, allowing new data to be processed by E1 immediately after

the previous data has been latched for use by E2. When combined with round unrolling,

pipelining allows the simultaneous processing of as many as Nround plaintext blocks of a

single stream for a cipher operating in ECB mode, or a single block for each of Nround

independent streams for a cipher operating in a feedback mode. The primary benefit of

applying round unrolling with pipelining is a significant increase in throughput compared
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to the basic, iterative form of the cipher. The downside is the added area associated with

replicating round functions and inserting pipeline registers between them.

It is also important to consider the inherent parallelism within each round function.

The critical path of SBCs such as AES is dependent on the series of transformations

performed within the round function. Pipelining can be applied between these transfor-

mations to reduce the critical path of the cipher to that of the individual transformation

with the longest delay. The clock frequency of the design can be further increased by

partitioning slower transformations into multiple parts. We refer to this technique of ex-

tracting parallelism from individual rounds as transformation pipelining. The benefit of

applying transformation pipeline cuts is a higher clock frequency. The costs of this tech-

nique are a small increase in area due to the added pipeline registers and often a longer

latency for the cipher. The concept of fine-grained parallelism in SBC architectures is an

extension of the inter-round and intra-round layout optimizations previously implemented

in [103].

7.2.3. Multi-grained Parallelism

As indicated by Fig. 7.4, we refer to the combination of fine and coarse-grained parallelism

techniques as multi-grained parallelism. The large quantity of reconfigurable resources

offered by modern FPGAs provides the opportunity to combine both sets of optimizations

for a very high-performance cipher. In Section 7.4 we quantitatively examine the tradeoffs

associated with such an implementation.
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7.3. AES FPGA Implementation

For the AES implementations of this section we targeted the Xilinx Virtex series of FP-

GAs. Like all current Xilinx FPGAs, a Virtex device consists of an array of Configurable

Logic Blocks (CLBs) and dedicated Block SelectRAM (BRAM) modules, surrounded by a

perimeter of I/O Blocks (IOBs) and routed together using a programmable interconnect.

The KeyExpansion routine generates sub-keys for each round of the cipher. Since a

particular sub-key is not used until the final operation of its corresponding round, it is

possible to divide the KeyExpansion function into smaller, round-specific modules, each

of which performs only the expansion operations required to generate the sub-key for its

corresponding round. This technique, shown in Fig. 7.5, is known as online key generation.

When implemented in a pipelined fashion, online key generation is particularly useful

for implementations which need to support other modes of operation, as it is possible

to begin processing a new key before the current key is fully expanded. It should be
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noted that if the input key is fixed over a relatively long period of time, then several

pre-ciphering optimizations are possible [34].

The S-box lookup tables, which constitute the SubBytes operation and parts of the

KeyExpansion operation, can be implemented in several ways using Xilinx technology:

• Block SelectRAM - the lookup table values for each S-box can be loaded into

BRAM during device configuration. Since the BRAMs are dual-ported, each

block can implement two separate S-boxes. BRAMs are a dedicated resource on

Xilinx FPGAs, meaning that there is a hard upper limit on the number available

for use in any design.

• Distributed SelectROM - distributed ROM primitives, pre-loaded with the lookup

table values for each S-box, can be synthesized directly using CLBs. This ap-

proach typically offers better performance relative to BRAMs, but will require

additional glue logic.

• Logic - the lookup tables can be converted to a logic representation and synthe-

sized in CLBs. An advantage of this option is that it provides the synthesis tools

an opportunity to optimize for area and delay.

Due to the number of S-boxes required for an AES-128E implementation, the choice of

lookup table technology has a significant effect on the area and performance of the cipher.

The number of times that the AES-128E cipher can be replicated is limited only by

the availability of resources on the target FPGA. The increase in CLB and BRAM utiliza-

tion is nearly linear, as cipher replication effectively packs multiple copies of the cipher

onto a single FPGA. Likewise, IOB utilization will increase linearly, as each replicated

cipher needs an independent set of inputs and outputs. This heavy I/O burden quickly
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becomes the limiting factor for all but the most aggressively unrolled designs. It should

be noted that applications with tight I/O or board-level routing constraints can utilize

data serialization methods [93, 97] to reduce the pin burdens associated with cipher

replication. These techniques, which are already well documented, are not included in

our implementation.

Since AES-128E requires 10 rounds to process an input plaintext, a fully unrolled

cipher contains 10 sequential copies of the round function. While the example in Fig. 7.5

illustrates an unrolling factor of 4, we restrict our choices of partial unrolling factors to 2

and 5, in order to evenly divide the number of rounds. Depending on the chosen method

of S-box synthesis, applying round unrolling techniques will dramatically increase either

CLB or BRAM utilization. Once unrolled, pipeling rounds will result in a modest increase

in CLB usage. Although there are many possible ways to pipeline an array of unrolled

rounds, for the sake of design simplicity we do not implement partially pipelined rounds.

The simplest application of transformation pipelining inserts a pipeline register be-

tween the ShiftRows and MixColumns transformations in the round function. Since the

critical path of the non-pipelined cipher lies within the round function, this approach

has a direct effect on the maximum clock rate of the implementation. A more aggres-

sive approach to transformation pipelining inserts a second pipeline register between the

SubBytes and ShiftRows transformations, splitting each round into 3 stages. The re-

duction in propagation time associated with this approach shifts the critical path of

the circuit to the round-specific KeyExpansion module. Fortunately, the KeyExpansion

operation is also eligible for pipelining, as its results are not used until the last opera-

tion in the round. Consequently, combining the 3-stage round pipeline with a pipelined
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KeyExpansion module produces further increases in maximum clock rate. Our initial ex-

periments revealed that any additional partitioning or pipelining within the round function

and KeyExpansion module produced no measurable benefits.

7.4. Experimental Results

The stand-alone architecture described in the previous section was implemented as a

VHDL core. A configuration file was used to control the round layout, cipher replication,

and S-box mapping properties of each design. The designs were synthesized using Synplify

Pro 7.2.1, configured to target the Xilinx XC2V8000 device. The XC2V8000, which is the

largest member of the Virtex-II family, contains 46,592 slices, 168 BRAM modules, and

1102 IOBs. Place-and-route and timing analysis were performed using Xilinx ISE 5.2i.

For each design, this toolchain was used to measure the maximum possible clock rate

(fclk), the number of slices (Nslice), and the number of Block SelectRAMs (Nbram). The

theoretical maximum throughput of each design was then calculated by the following

equation:

(7.1) Tput =
128 · fclk · rep factor

blocks per cycle
,

where the number of blocks per cycle is 1 for a fully unrolled cipher, and greater than 1

for any design that re-uses the round structures to process a single input. The latency

required to encrypt a single block was calculated as:

(7.2) Lat =
10 · stages per round

fclk

,
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where the number of clock cycles needed to process a single round is an average and

may be a non-integer value. The estimated area efficiency of each implementation was

calculated by the following metric:

(7.3) Eff =
Tput

Nslice

,

which is measured in throughput rate (bps) per utilized CLB slice. As an alternative

method of measuring efficiency, the following metric was used to estimate the time required

to perform a common task:

(7.4) TEnc = Lat +
num bits − 128 · rep factor

Tput
.

Assuming a constant stream of num bits of data, this equation captures the effects of

latency and pipeline throughput on efficiency. The replication factor also plays a role

in the metric, as the cipher will concurrently process multiple plaintext inputs when

operating at maximum efficiency. For each design, we estimated the time to encrypt 1.5

KB of data, which is a commonly-observed payload size for Ethernet frames.

7.4.1. Stand-Alone Results

A selection of our experimental results can be found in Table 7.1. Each design is labeled

RW-UX-PYZ, where the integer W corresponds to the cipher replication factor and X corre-

sponds to the round unrolling factor. The Y value specifies the amount of transformation

partitioning and pipelining: for Y = 0 the design has no pipelining; for Y = 1 each

unrolled round is pipelined; for Y = 2 each round is split into two stages; and for Y = 3

each round is split into three stages. Finally, the Z value specifies the S-box technology
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mapping in the design, where Z = [b] corresponds to BRAM, Z = [d] corresponds to

distributed ROM primitives, and Z = [l] corresponds to logic gates. For the sake of clar-

ity and brevity, unexceptional results from the set of possible designs were pruned when

forming Table 7.1.

The first noteworthy trend that can be observed from these results is that cipher

replication, while somewhat effective at improving performance, does not scale very well.

Consider, for instance, the R*-U5-P3b design family. Slice usage increases at the same

rate as the replication factor, but the additional stress of routing this increased number of

slices drives the clock rate down. The resulting throughput improves by a factor of 1.77

between R1-U5-P3b and R2-U5-P3b, then by 1.25 from R2-U5-P3b to R3-U5-P3b. This

less than linear improvement manifests itself in a 26% reduction in area efficiency from

R1-U5-P3b to R3-U5-P3b. However, these highly-replicated designs are the fastest at the

1.5 KB encryption metric, due to their heavy I/O resource usage.

As expected, unrolling also leads to a dramatic increase in reconfigurable resource us-

age. R2-U10-P1d, for instance, uses over 8 times the number of slices than does R2-U1-P1d.

Throughput improves at a close pace when unrolled rounds are pipelined, as pipelining

allows a greater number of plaintext blocks to be simultaneously processed at maximum

throughput.

Partitioning and pipelining of the individual transformations is effective at reducing

the critical path and increasing performance. For example, R3-U1-P3d is able to run at

over 2 times the clock frequency of R3-U1-P0d. While the faster design does not require

very many additional slices, it does suffer an increase in latency. Overall the impact is a
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positive one on efficiency; for example the R1-U2-P3b design slightly edges R1-U2-P0b in

terms of Mbps/slice and is 1.71× as fast at running the 1.5 KB encryption test.

For several designs, distributed ROM primitives results in slightly higher clock rates

than BRAM. The advantage of using BRAM for S-box synthesis can be seen in both area

and efficiency. For instance, R2-U5-P3b saves 67.82% of the slices that R2-U5-P3d requires.

Since the performance of the two designs is similar, this choice leads to a fourfold increase

in area efficiency. It is important to note, however, that this seemingly impressive effect is

primarily due to the inability of the efficiency metric to capture the area contribution of

the BRAM modules. Using logic gates to directly implement the S-box transformations

proves sub-optimal in all measured metrics when compared to using distributed ROM or

BRAM.

Several of our designs do not fit on the XC2V8000 FPGA due to resource restrictions.

The primary limitation on the allowable cipher replication factors is the availability of

on-chip I/O. Since we do not implement any data serialization capabilities, incrementing

the cipher replication factor requires an additional 256 IOBs. Given the fixed amount

of 1102 IOBs on the target device, any design with W > 3 cannot be implemented.

BRAM availability also restricts which designs can be implemented on the XC2V8000. For

example, the R2-U10-P*b and R3-U10-P*b families require 200 and 300 Block SelectRAMs

respectively, which exceeds the 168 available on the target device. Lastly, a few of our

designs, such as the R3-UF10-P*l family, require more than the 46592 available slices.

The bolded values in Table 1 represent the designs which are maximal in terms of

the measured area, performance, and efficiency characteristics. As expected, the designs

requiring the least number of slices are those that utilize BRAM modules and have minimal
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replicating, unrolling, and pipelining. The most aggressively partitioned and pipelined

designs achieve the highest clock speeds, and the R1-U10-P3d is overall the fastest at

180.73 MHz. That same cipher design replicated twice (R2-U10-P3d) achieves the fastest

theoretical throughput, at 31.71 Gbps. It is important to note that only by exploiting

both the fine-grained and coarse-grained parallelism are we able achieve a maximum

throughput greater than 30 Gbps. The R1-U2-P0b design demonstrates the usefulness of

partial unrolling, as it has the lowest latency of all designs at 59.08 ns. The R1-U10-P2b

design has the highest area efficiency (3.98 Mbps/slice), while an aggressively replicated

design R3-U5-P3d is capable of encrypting a 1.5 KB block the quickest (0.71 µs).

7.4.2. Coprocessor Implementation

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Xilinx ML310 is a Virtex-II Pro-based embed-

ded development platform. It includes an XC2VP30 FPGA with two embedded PowerPC

processors, DDR memory, PCI slots, ethernet, and standard I/O on an ATX board [96].

It functions much like a standard PC, with the addition of reconfigurable logic offered

by the FPGA. In order to evaluate the performance of our standalone AES design as

a cryptographic coprocesssor, the implementation is modified such that it is capable of

communicating with the processor and main memory (Fig. 7.6). The “PLB I/F” com-

ponent provides the AESencrypt module with an interface to the Processor Local Bus

(PLB), which is the bus connecting the embedded processor to main memory and other

high-speed peripherals. Through this bus interface, the processor can instruct the AES-

encrypt module to begin encrypting a stream of data from main memory. Additionally,
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the AESencrypt module is able to raise an interrupt when it has finished encrypting the

data block.

This coprocessor implementation of our AES design is capable of operating in 3 modes:

mode 1, the software benchmark, transfers plaintext data to the processor, performs

the encryption in software, then transfers the encrypted data back to memory; mode 2,

the first hardware mode, transfers plaintext to the AESencrypt module for encryption

and stores the ciphertext to scratch memory within AESencrypt module; mode 3, the

second hardware mode, performs the steps taken in mode 2 before transferring the stored

ciphertext back to main memory.

The R1-U10-P2b design from the previous section was converted to a PLB peripheral

and synthesized using the Xilinx ISE 7 toolchain. The design was configured to run at

100 MHz, the speed of the PLB, and software timers were used to measure the time

required to encrypt 1.5 KB of data. The software benchmark mode required 2160 µs to

fetch the plaintext from main memory, encrypt it, and write the ciphertext results back
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to memory. The first hardware mode required 11 µs to transfer plaintext from memory to

the AESencrypt module, encrypt it, and store it to the scratch memory on the module.

The second hardware mode required 19 µs to perform the steps required by mode 2 in

addition to writing the ciphertext back to main memory.

The most promising observation that can be made from these results is that the

hardware modes are much faster than the software benchmark. Even the slower of the

two hardware modes, for instance, is faster than the software benchmark by a factor of 113.

This observed speedup highlights the potential of customized hardware for accelerating

the performance of cryptographic algorithms over equivalent software implementations.

Comparing the hardware mode results to the stand-alone implementation of R1-U10-P2b

(Table 7.1) is somewhat less encouraging. Under ideal conditions, the stand-alone imple-

mentation is capable of encrypting a 1.5 KB block of data in .98 µs, roughly 5% of the

time required by the slower of the two hardware coprocessor modes. This performance

gap can be attributed to a few factors. First, the hardware coprocessor operates at the

speed of the PLB (100 MHz) instead of the maximum 117 MHz of the stand-alone design.

Second, the 64-bit data width of the PLB prevents the AESencrypt module from process-

ing plaintext blocks at maximum speed. Since each plaintext block must be 128-bits, the

AESencrypt module effectively stalls on every other clock cycle while it waits for enough

data to be brought across the PLB. Third, the coprocessor system incurs a PLB transfer

overhead associated with mastering the bus and configuring the peripherals for transfer.

Lastly, the coprocessor system incurs large interrupt overheads. For the hardware modes,

the AESencrypt raises two interrupts: one to inform the processor that it is ready to
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accept data from main memory; and one to inform the processor that the encryption

process is complete.

7.4.3. Related Results

As previously discussed, there exists a wealth of recent academic and commercial FPGA

implementations of cryptographic algorithms. Direct comparisons between implemen-

tations are somewhat difficult, due to the differences in the FPGAs that they target;

however, the recent standardization of AES has given rise to many Xilinx-targeted imple-

mentations which can be used as a basis for comparison.

For instance, Helion Technology reports a maximum throughput exceeding 16 Gbps

[37] for its high-performance commercial AES core. Several academic groups have re-

ported high throughput values for designs that are similar to our most aggressively

pipelined version. Standaert et al. [77] created a cipher that operated at over 14 Gbps.

An AES design by Jarvinen et al. [47] performed at 17.8 Gbps. Finally, Saggese et al.

[71] reached just over 20 Gbps. Other high-performance AES implementations include

those of Hodjat and Verbauwhede [39], who designed a 21.54 Gbps core. Using similar

approaches to these, we were previously able to design a 23.57 Gbps core [103], while

the parallel AES architecture presented by Swankoski et al. [78] obtained a maximum

throughput of 18.8 Gbps. Our superior throughput numbers can be explained by two

factors: first, no previous approach in an academic or commercial setting has exploited

multiple granularities of parallelism in a single design; second, by doubly packing S-boxes

into Block SelectRAMs, we were able to generate a completely unrolled and highly repli-

cated design that fit into our target device.
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As a comparison to non-FPGA technologies, a hand-optimized assembly implementa-

tion of AES encryption in feedback mode achieved 1.538 Gbps on a 3.2 MHz Pentium IV

processor [56]. An ASIC version of the design targeting 0.18 µm technology was able to

achieve between 30 and 70 Gbps [38]. The fact that an ASIC implementation outperforms

(in terms of throughput) any published FPGA implementation is not surprising given the

reconfigurable overhead of FPGAs. Considering that high-throughput FPGA designs are

quite competitive with their ASIC counterparts, this shortcoming becomes tolerable when

considering the advantages to reconfigurable technology previously discussed.
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Table 7.1. AES-128E implementation results for a Xilinx XC2V8000 FPGA

Design Name
Resource Usage Performance Efficiency

Nslice Nbram fclk (MHz) Tput (Gbps) Lat (ns) (Mbps
slice

) E[1.5KB] (µs)

R1-U1-P0d 1786 0 75.34 0.96 132.74 0.54 12.74

R1-U1-P1b 485 10 108.38 1.39 92.27 2.86 8.86

R1-U1-P2l 2801 0 101.09 1.29 197.84 0.46 9.60

R1-U1-P3d 1943 0 148.08 1.90 202.59 0.98 6.62

R1-U2-P0b 764 20 84.63 2.17 59.08 2.84 5.67

R1-U2-P1d 3324 0 68.86 1.76 145.22 0.53 7.04

R1-U2-P2l 5014 0 72.10 1.85 277.40 0.37 6.87

R1-U2-P3b 1267 20 151.91 3.89 197.49 3.07 3.32

R1-U5-P1l 12963 0 34.04 2.18 293.75 0.17 5.87

R1-U5-P2b 2213 50 137.04 8.77 145.94 3.96 1.53

R1-U5-P3b 2837 50 147.54 9.44 203.34 3.33 1.49

R1-U10-P1b 2515 100 75.09 9.61 133.17 3.82 1.40

R1-U10-P2b 3765 100 117.21 15.00 170.64 3.98 0.98

R1-U10-P3d 16941 0 180.73 23.13 165.99 1.37 0.69

R1-U10-P3l 29292 0 57.46 7.36 522.09 0.25 2.18

R2-U1-P0l 5788 0 50.80 1.30 196.86 0.22 9.45

R2-U1-P1d 3537 0 84.76 2.17 117.98 0.61 5.66

R2-U1-P2d 3659 0 111.21 2.85 179.84 0.78 4.41

R2-U1-P3b 1484 20 145.18 3.72 206.64 2.50 3.44

R2-U2-P0b 1476 40 73.15 3.75 68.35 2.54 3.28

R2-U2-P2b 2026 40 138.64 7.10 144.26 3.50 1.84

R2-U2-P3d 7330 0 116.10 5.94 258.39 0.81 2.28

R2-U2-P3l 11408 0 95.16 4.87 315.27 0.43 2.78

R2-U5-P1d 15960 0 47.45 6.07 210.75 0.38 2.19

R2-U5-P2b 4416 100 117.36 15.02 170.42 3.40 0.97

R2-U5-P2l 29103 0 61.98 7.93 322.70 0.27 1.84

R2-U5-P3b 5692 100 130.21 16.67 230.40 2.93 0.95

R2-U5-P3d 17687 0 97.53 12.48 307.59 0.71 1.27

R2-U10-P1d 30528 0 59.20 15.16 168.92 0.50 0.96

R2-U10-P2d 31694 0 65.64 16.80 304.70 0.53 1.02

R2-U10-P3d 33757 0 123.89 31.71 242.16 0.94 0.62

R3-U1-P0d 5243 0 66.08 2.54 151.34 0.48 4.84

R3-U1-P1l 8418 0 54.45 2.09 183.65 0.25 5.88

R3-U1-P2b 1843 30 124.91 4.80 160.12 2.60 2.64

R3-U1-P3b 2230 30 137.89 5.30 217.56 2.37 2.47

R3-U1-P3d 5831 0 156.91 6.03 191.19 1.03 2.17

R3-U2-P0b 2179 60 67.20 5.16 74.40 2.37 2.38

R3-U2-P1b 2271 60 85.54 6.57 116.90 2.89 1.93

R3-U2-P1l 16001 0 54.39 4.18 183.86 0.26 3.03

R3-U2-P2b 3032 60 124.92 9.59 160.10 3.16 1.40

R3-U2-P2d 10340 0 108.81 8.36 183.81 0.81 1.61

R3-U5-P1b 4751 150 69.48 13.34 143.93 2.81 1.04

R3-U5-P2b 6635 150 97.21 18.66 205.74 2.81 0.84

R3-U5-P2l 43750 0 68.60 13.17 291.56 0.30 1.20

R3-U5-P3b 8513 150 108.73 20.88 275.91 2.45 0.85

R3-U5-P3d 26543 0 129.63 24.89 231.42 0.94 0.71

R3-U10-P1d 45818 0 46.71 17.94 214.09 0.39 0.88
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and Future Work

Both the methods used by hackers in compromising a software system and the pre-

ventative techniques developed in response thereto have received an increased level of

attention in recent years, as the economic impact of both piracy and malicious attacks

continues to skyrocket. Many of the recent approaches in the field of software protection

have been found wanting in that they either a) do not provide enough security, b) are

prohibitively slow, or c) are not applicable to currently available technology. This paper

describes a novel architecture for software protection that combines a standard processor

with dynamic tamper-checking techniques implemented in reconfigurable hardware. We

have evaluated two distinct examples that demonstrate how such an approach provides

much flexibility in managing the security/performance tradeoff on a per-application basis.

Our results show that a reasonable level of security can be obtained through a combined

obfuscating and tamper-proofing technique with less than a 20% performance degradation

for most applications. When a highly-transparent solution is desired, FPGA resources not

allocated for software protection can be used to mask some of the high latency operations

associated with symmetric block ciphers.

Future work on this project will include implementing a method for calculating and

storing hash values on the FPGA in order to secure data and file storage. Also, while

our current simulation infrastructure is adequate for the experiments presented in this

paper, it is also inherently limited in the sense that the component delays are completely
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user-defined. Although we intelligently estimate these values based on previous work in

hardware design, in the future it would be considerably more convincing to assemble the

results based on an actual synthesized output. This would require our compiler to be

modified to generate designs in either a full hardware description language such as VHDL

or Verilog, or at a minimum, a specification language that can drive pre-defined HDL

modules. Taking this concept a step further, as our techniques can be fully implemented

with commercial off-the-shelf components, it would be useful to port our architecture to

an actual hardware board containing both a processor and FPGA. Such a system would

allow us to obtain real-world performance results and also to refine our threat model based

on the strengths and weaknesses of the hardware.

8.1. A Secure Execution Environment using Untrusted Foundries

As the cost of manufacturing microprocessors continues to rise, chip makers have begun

accelerating the export of fabrication capabilities to overseas locations. This trend may

one day result in an adversarial relationship between system builders and chip producers.

In this scenario the foundries may hide additional circuitry to not only compromise oper-

ation or leak keys, but also to enable software-triggered attacks and to facilitate reverse

engineering. At the same time, users desire modern computing platforms with current

software, along with the ability to run both secure and non-secure applications at will.

In this section we describe an approach to address this untrusted foundry problem. We

demonstrate a future method by which system builders can design trusted systems us-

ing untrusted chips from these remote foundries. The key principle behind our approach
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is that we use a multi-layer encryption protocol alongside a dual-processor architecture.

Using this approach any information leaked to an attacker will be of little value.

8.1.1. Introduction

Computing systems today are manufactured in a complex marketplace that features mul-

tiple chains of consumers and producers. In this marketplace, for example, a hardware

producer such as Motorola sells chips but is itself a consumer when it contracts out the

actual physical production of its design to a foundry. Similarly, producers of end-user

devices such as cellphones are consumers of the chips that go into their devices. A re-

cent development in this marketplace is that as the chip technologies pursue ever smaller

dimensions, foundries have become extremely expensive to build and maintain [45]. As

a result, the economics of this marketplace have led to the current situation where most

foundries are concentrated outside the United States and Europe. This situation raises

the possibility that such external foundries, which are not subject to the tight security

customary in government facilities, may be compromised. In the case of a microproces-

sor, the most harmful type of compromise arises when an adversary exploits the sheer

complexity of modern circuits to insert a small, hard-to-detect, so-called Trojan circuit

into the chip.

What advantage might an adversary secure with such a hidden Trojan circuit? We

describe possible attacks on end products such as radios or computers based on such chips

even when the software has been subject to rigorous standards of security in its design

and operation. In the case that the end product is a computer, such a high standard

usually means the entire execution occurs in encrypted form [54] - software is completely
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encrypted in main memory and is only decrypted at the time of execution in the processor.

A hidden circuit inside the processor can easily thwart this approach by seizing control of

the processor at an opportune moment and writing out decryption keys onto peripherals.

This attack is commonly called a leakage attack. An even more rudimentary attack is

to simply halt the processor at the worst possible moment, at a critical or random time

long after the processor has been in use. Hidden circuits can also be set up to scan for

electromagnetic signals so that a processor can be shutdown when provided the right

external cue. Another useful attack from the point of view of the adversary is to use such

circuits to facilitate reverse engineering of system design. In this sense, the problem we

have described is not simply limited to military or government applications but is also of

interest to commercial entities concerned with guarding their intellectual property.

This work focuses on the design of systems using chips from untrusted foundries. We

do not consider the equally important problem of detecting such circuits by subjecting

chips to external black-box tests or imaging techniques. Our primary goal is to detect the

moment such a hidden circuit ”makes its move” and then to raise an alarm to the user.

We assume that the system is itself built in a trusted location and that no collusion exists

between foundries and system developers (such as board makers or software developers).

Furthermore, our solution is targeted at a very high level of security and therefore we

assume encrypted execution, as will be explained in the next section. Our approach to

the untrusted foundry problem can be summarized as follows. We utilize a multi-layer

encryption protocol, a two-processor architecture, and a trusted tool-chain under the

supervision of architects and developers of the targeted secure applications. The core of
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our approach is the way in which the two processors are used: one is configured as a

gateway, while the other is configured as an execution engine.

8.1.2. Related Work

Many previous secure architectures have focused on providing an encrypted execution

environment. Figure 8.1 shows an encrypted program residing in main memory where the

cryptographic keys are in the processor. When instructions or data are loaded into the

processor, they are decrypted inside the processor. Likewise data that is written back to

main memory is encrypted using these same stored keys. The purpose of the encryption

is to prevent information leakage over the bus. Such leakage can occur when the product

is captured by an attacker with access to a sophisticate laboratory in which the attack

can snoop on the bus or directly manipulate the bus itself.

Encrypted execution has been studied by various researchers. In [54], an architecture

for tamper-resistant software is proposed, based on an eXecute-Only Memory (XOM)

model that allows instructions stored in memory to be executed but not manipulated.

Specialized hardware is used to accelerate cryptographic functionality needed to protect

data and instructions on a per-process basis. Much of the recent research in this field

has focused on improving the overhead of the required cryptographic computation in

the memory fetch path - examples include the architectural optimizations proposed in

[74, 79, 99].

Pande et al. [104, 105] address the problem of information leakage on the address

bus wherein the attacker would be snooping the address values to gain information about

the control flow of the program. They provide a hardware obfuscation technique which
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is based on dynamically randomizing the instruction addresses. This is achieved through

a secure hardware coprocessor which randomizes the addresses of the instruction blocks,

and rewrites them into new locations.

Some of the earliest work in this area involves a number of secure coprocessing so-

lutions. Programs, or parts of the program, can be run in an encrypted form on these

devices thus never revealing the code in the untrusted memory and thereby providing a

tamper resistant execution environment for that portion of the code. A number of secure

coprocessing solutions have been designed and proposed, including systems such as IBM’s

Citadel [90], Dyad [81], and the Abyss [89].

Smart cards can also be viewed as type of secure coprocessor; a number of studies

have analyzed the use of smart cards for secure applications [33, 52, 72]. Sensitive
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computations and data can be stored in the smart card but they offer no direct I/O

to the user. Most smart card applications focus on the secure storage of data although

studies have been conducted on using smart cards to secure an operating system [17]. As

noted in [15], smart cards can only be used to protect small fragments of code and data.

8.1.3. Our Approach

Given this background into these encrypted execution and data systems, one observes

that a hidden circuit in the processor can easily leak the keys onto the bus to aid an

attacker, as shown in Figure 8.2.

Our approach includes features at both the architectural and compiler levels. These

features can be incorporated into a standard architecture that also runs applications in

non-secure mode for the sake of efficiency. Figure 8.3 shows this dual-use architecture.
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The regular or non-secure applications execute as usual on a standard CPU, even though

the data path from memory to CPU goes through the secure gateway processor (which we

describe below). Standard applications are assumed to be constructed using a standard

compiler tool chain. The box to the right shows how the same architecture can be applied

to peripherals, a matter which we discuss in the following section.

The secure applications are doubly encrypted by the compiler and execute using the

dual-processor components of this architecture. One of these processors serves as a gate-

way whose only function is to perform an initial decryption of the instructions and data

before sending the results of this first-level decryption onto the execution processor. The

execution processor decrypts this stream a second time to reveal the actual instructions.

This part can be performed in a manner similar to the conventional encrypted execution

depicted in Figure 8.1.

Data values that need to be written back to memory are encrypted first by the ex-

ecution processor and then once again by the gateway using its own keys. Note that

the execution processor is physically unable to access the bus; indeed the output of the

execution processor is captured by the gateway processor so that any potential leakage

can be examined at the gateway.

We assume that all components are individually assumed to be produced at untrusted

foundries. Furthermore, we assume that no collusion exists between the foundries that

produced the gateway processor and the one that produced the engine processor. We will

examine the implications of this assumption in the following section.

We now describe to what extent our approach addresses the foundry threat. A foundry

compromise of the execution processor can result in one of three problems:
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Figure 8.3. Our approach to obtaining security through untrusted foundries

(1) The execution processor can try to write to memory (either to leak information

or to disrupt program flow)

(2) The execution processor can try to leak information on its pins

(3) The execution processor can simply stall or deny service

For the first problem, note that only the gateway is physically connected to memory (the

execution processor is physically isolated); the gateway validates all writes to memory.

For the second problem, the encryption mechanism at the gateway will detect invalid

data. For the third problem, we can use a heartbeat (separately clocked timer) at the

gateway to detect denial of service from the execution processor.
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Now consider a foundry compromise of the gateway processor. A compromised gate-

way exposes different system vulnerabilities:

(1) The gateway will be able to leak information on the bus

(2) The gateway will be able to write anywhere in memory, including where secure

applications reside

(3) The gateway will be able to deny service to the execution processor

For the first problem, observe that the gateway can only leak encrypted (by the execu-

tion processor) instructions, leaving the instructions secure. For the second problem, note

that a write into secure memory can be eventually detected by the execution processor

because the gateway is not provided access to the keys for the inner layer of encryption;

therefore any overwriting of instructions will be detected as an improper instruction block

by the engine. For the third problem, the denial of service can be detected through a

heartbeat assigned to the engine processor. Finally, observe that the gateway can attempt

a replay attack on the code. This would have to be done by the gateway in a blind fash-

ion since the instructions are encrypted. Such replays can be detected through compiler

techniques aimed at detecting control-flow attacks [50, 102].

In sum, the only way for a foundry attack to work is for both chips (foundries) to

collude. In the next section, we describe ways in which this risk can be minimized.

8.1.4. Discussion

Some of the assumptions above are fairly straightforward and constitute standard practice

today: (1) system design and implementation given the untrusted chips can be performed

in a secure location; (2) there is no collusion between system designers and foundries; (3)
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encryption is easily performed as part of the compilation process; (4) the two-processor

architecture itself imposes no requirement on the software beyond dual-encryption.

However, one might question some of the other assumptions. Of these, perhaps the

most troublesome is our assumption that no collusion exists between the foundries that

manufactured the two processors. This assumption can be strengthened in several ways, as

we now describe. First, we can reduce the possibility of collusion by using two chips made

by foundries in different countries. Second, we can use soft processors (with reconfigurable

technology) for one or both processor chips so that a foundry has no means of guessing the

purpose of the chip. A third technique is to use keys that are programmed post-foundry,

using either reconfigurable hardware or by hand using an electromechanical device. When

used in combination, these techniques can help minimize the risk of collusion.

Although this is mainly a concept work at this stage, we can make a few comments

related to performance. First, a naive implementation of the two processor architecture

may significantly slow performance. An example of a naive implementation would be to

implement the cryptographic functions in software. Although straightforward, such an

implementation will quickly become the bottleneck and is likely to result in an order of

magnitude degradation of performance in applications that are cache-sensitive. A better

architectural implementation would involve building custom hardware that pipelines the

various units of computation (using pipelined implementations of AES [47, 103], for ex-

ample) so that the processor is never starved of instructions. At the same time, because

the data is encrypted when written to memory, there will always be a substantial per-

formance hit when a cache writeback occurs. This penalty would also be incurred in a
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standard encrypted execution environment. Proper pipelining and prefetching [57, 70]

can help mitigate the effect of our additional encryption.

The system as described above thus far addresses monolithic self-contained applica-

tions. Care must be taken to ensure that an operating system can execute in encrypted

mode. This is not a trivial task by any means, because of the sometime complex in-

teraction between peripherals, the processor and the operating system. If sensitive data

is entered via peripherals, then those chipsets may be just as easily compromised by a

foundry. Thus, the architecture needs to be properly extended to peripheral components

as well.

8.1.5. Implementation Options

The key principle in our approach combines three ideas: the use of bi-layer encryption,

dual mutually-distrusting processors and trusted compilation of secure applications. Note

that this principle can be applied not only to hardware (as described above) but to

software as well. As an example of the latter, consider a system constructed out of COTS

processors running virtual machines. Two virtual machines (whether on the same board,

or connected through the Internet) connected in the above architecture can perform the

same roles as the two processors, as shown in Figure 8.4.

There are several advantages to starting with virtual machines: (1) proof-of-concept

can be more easily and visibly demonstrated; (2) virtual machines can be instrumented

with hooks for red team benchmarking; (3) they can be designed to provide accurate

performance estimates; (4) they are easy to modify and replicate, and (5) they are much

cheaper than hardware. Each box in Figure 8.4 represents a virtual machine running in
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its own process. Two of the boxes represent virtual machines or emulators for the two

processors in our secure component. The lower-left box represents the regular (untrusted)

processor used for non-secure applications. Finally, on the right side, main memory is

shown as containing both secure and non-secure applications. The secure applications are

compiled by a trusted compiler that performs the bilayer encryption.

One interesting and valuable intermediate option between pure hardware and pure

software is to use reconfigurable hardware built out of Field Programmable Gate Arrays

(FPGAs). As previously-mentioned, FPGAs offer several advantages:

• They can be reconfigured in the field to support multiple instruction sets

• It is harder to hide hidden circuits in them because they are easier to test and

their structure is simple

• Their technology curve scales as fast as ASIC technology

• They can be optimized both at the hardware and software levels through intelli-

gent manipulation of design tradeoffs.

We plan on prototyping our hardware system using the Xilinx ML310 FPGA devel-

opment board (Figure 6.3). As previously mentioned, the ML310 contains a XC2VP30

FPGA that has two PPC 405 processors and 13696 reconfigurable CLB slices. The board
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and FPGA can act as a fully-fledged PC, with 256 MB on-board memory, some solid-state

storage, and several standard peripherals.

The flexibility of the Virtex II Pro FPGA allows us to utilize the built-in PPC pro-

cessors as our standard CPUs, while leveraging soft processors built using reconfigurable

logic (such as the Xilinx MicroBlaze [95] processor) as our gateway processors.
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